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ABSTRACT
A model was developed to predict daily change in WT depth and was 
used for WT management simulations. The model was calibrated and tested 
using climatological and WT data for a subsurface drainage system at 
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station's Ben Hur Research Farm, Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana.
Monthly daily reaction factor and daily recharge coefficient were 
determined. Recharge coefficients were multiplied by a correction factor 
to account for antecedent soil moisture condition prior to the onset of 
rain. Two methods considered in the estimate of the correction factor 
were: Method I, the correction factor was taken as the reciprocal of the 
number of "dry days" prior to the onset of rain; and Method II, it was the 
reciprocal of moisture deficit total.
The standard error and the average deviation between observed WT and 
WT simulated by Method I were 24.66 cm and 19.45 cm, respectively. In 
Method II these values were 23.08 cm and 17.71 cm, respectively. These 
were comparable with their corresponding values for DRAINMOD, which were 
20.79 cm and 15.49 cm, respectively.
Method II was used to simulate WT control management for the 
cropping season. A time increment of 3 minutes (0.05 hr) was used in the 
simulation under two types of control - a) fixed weir (FXW), in which the 
outlet control level was set to 60 cm depth during the whole cropping 
season, and b) controlled weir level (CWL), which was the same as the FXW 
method except that the outlet control was lowered to the drain level when 
WT rose to 30 cm depth. Irrigation was applied by pumping water into the
x
sump each time the WT would fall to a estimated critical level of 80 cm 
depth. The performances of both types of control were compared in terms 
of average WT depth, amount of irrigation used, and excess soil water 
(SEW30). For FXW these values were 69.95 cm, 130.59 mm and 100.99 cm- 
days, respectively, and for CWL these respective values were 70.38 cm, 
138.01 mm and 99.47 cm-days.
xi
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In agriculture the main objective of soil-water management is to 
provide the optimum amount of moisture for soil trafficability to conduct 
tillage, planting, and harvest operation, and for the crop during its 
growing season. This means preventing the crop from being stressed by 
extreme soil-water conditions, i. e., having too much or too little water 
in its root-zone.
In humid and semi-humid areas of the United States (U.S.), water 
management for crops is complicated by the erratic spatial and temporal 
occurrence of rainfall (Fouss and Cooper, 1986, 1988; Fouss and Carter, 
1987; and Fouss et al., 1987, 1988). These researchers noted that periods 
of excess and deficit soil-water conditions occur within the same cropping 
season of the lower Mississippi Valley. Skaggs (1980) reported similar 
conditions in the Atlantic Coastal Plains and in the Midwest. A 
watertable (WT) management system that is becoming popular in many humid 
areas of the U.S. is a combined subdrainage/subirrigation system (Fouss 
and Cooper, 1986; and Fouss et al., 1987). In this system the WT is 
controlled by regulating the water level at the drainage outlet. The 
water level is lowered for controlled drainage and raised for 
subirrigation.
Several modes of control have heen investigated and their 
performances were tested and compared by simulation based on the DRAINMOD 
model and Boussinesq equation using climatological record in the
Mississippi Delta area (Fouss, 1985a; Fouss and Cooper, 1986 and 1988; and 
Fouss et al., 1986 and 1987). One of the most troublesome aspects of 
designing or operating the system identified by Fouss et al. (1987) is 
preventing randomly occurring periods of wet weather from causing crop 
injury because of excessive soil-water conditions when the water level at 
the drainage outlet is held high for subirrigation purposes. They 
indicated that the timing of control changes needed in subdrainage or 
subirrigation is the major problem for farmers who attempt to manage such 
system manually, and for designers of controller units to automatically 
adjust or regulate the outlet water level.
Use of models, DRAINMOD and Boussinesq-based program as a basis for 
determining the timing and control changes is not practical for farmers 
in their daily management decisions. DRAINMOD is not directly applicable 
for day-to-day WT management simulation and requires historical data. 
Although Boussinesq-based model is good for short-term simulations and can 
be applicable for WT management purposes, the program is difficult to run 
and needs input data which are hard to obtain. For this purpose, a less 
complex model for simulating WT depth based on the fluctuating WT equation 
(Eq. 1), derived by De Zeuuw and Hellinga in 1958 in The Netherlands 
(Smedema and Rycroft, 1983) could be developed and made adoptable. This 
model will be called the fluctuating WT model (FWTMOD).
Fluctuating WT Model
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The fluctuating WT equation on which the new model was based is 
shown by Eq. 1.
A^t
ht - ht_! e ' ^  + ----- (1 - e'^) (1)
0 ,8fioc
where: ht - height of the WT above the drain level
midway between two adjacent drains at 
certain time t. 
ht-x = height of the WT at 1-unit of time 
t earlier. 
a = WT reaction or response factor.
H = drainable porosity of the soil profile.
RAt - net recharge of soil-water.
At = time interval for simulation.
The equation defines the response of the WT above the drain during 
subdrainage to net recharge (RAt) which is a function of rainfall and 
evapotranspiration (ET). The reaction factor (a) which can be unique for 
a specific site, is a function of hydraulic conductivity (K) , drainable 
porosity (/*), equivalent depth to the soil profile's impermeable stratum 
(d), and the drain spacing (L). This relation is shown in Eq. 2.
4lOKd
a -----  (2)
^L2
where: K = hydraulic conductivity.
d =  equivalent depth to the soil profile's impermeable 
stratum.
L — drain spacing.
While L can be specified by direct measurement or by design, only 
estimates of K, d and n can be made. The values of K and /i depend on the 
hydraulic properties of the soil profile and may vary at different soil 
layers.
The instantaneous flux as a function of these parameters is shown 
by the following equation.
q = 0.8/xah (3)
where: h = the WT height above the drain midway between
two adjacent drains.
In the absence of rainfall, recharge is zero and the predicted WT 
elevation (ht) becomes
ht - ht., «-■« w
5In this case the increase of the WT depth does not account for the ET flux 
from the groundwater system. This can be true in regions where ET is very 
low and has no influence on the WT depth as in The Netherlands. In humid 
and semi-humid areas like the lower Mississippi Valley, high ET rates can 
create a significant upward flux from the shallow groundwater causing the 
WT to recede. The new model would be provided with a method to isolate 
the change of the WT depth due to ET flux. The same method would be used 
to determine the WT depth when it recedes below the drain.
A recharge coefficient (Cr) would be introduced to the model, and 
this parameter would account for the portion of rainfall that would cause 
the WT to rise. The recharge coefficient (Ct) would be multiplied by a 
correction factor (Cf) that would adjust for the influence of the 
antecedent soil moisture condition prior to the onset of rainfall.
By incorporating these parameters Eq. 1, becomes
CfCrRAt
ht = hw  e + --------  (1 - e" ) (5)
0. 8/ia
The model would be calibrated to determmine the daily reaction 
factor (a) and the recharge coefficient (Cr) for each month or season. 
These parameters could be converted for smaller time increments to be used 
in short-term simulation. Short-term simulations would be usea in 
developing the model as a basis in the operational/management of the 
subdrainage/sub-irrigation system.
When the drain outlet would be closed during controlled drainage or 
subirrigation, the water surface in the sump (outlet control structure)
6would become the reference datum for the WT head. An equivalent equation 
for the subirrigation mode would be used to define the WT elevation as it 
would respond to rainfall and ET demand and as it would be recharged by 
water from the sump.
The model may be calibrated and used by a farmer in the subdrainage/ 
subirrigation system of his farm. Since the hydrologic data, the system's 
parameters, and soil and crop parameters to be used in the calibration 
would be specific to the particular farm where the model would be applied, 
the use of the calibrated model to simulate WT could be a practical means 
for WT management.
Objectives
The objectives of this study are:
1. To calibrate the fluctuating WT model using the climatological 
and WT data for a subsurface drainage system at the Louisiana Agricultural 
Experiment Station's Ben Hur Research Farm.
2. To compare the model with DRAINMOD in its capability to predict 
WT fluctuation.
3. To develop the model as a basis in the operational/management of 
the controlled-drainage/subirrigation system.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Fluctuating WT Equation
The fluctuating WT equation (Eq. 1) predicts the elevation of the 
WT above the drain during subdrainage in response to the amount of 
recharge into the groundwater body by rainfall or by another source as it 
is depleted by drain discharge. Developed by De Zeuuw and Hellinga (1958) 
in The Netherlands (Smedema and Rycroft, 1983), the equation disregards 
the influence of ET on the WT depth and can only predict the WT elevation 
above the drain.
According to Smedema and Rycroft (1983) the equation is applicable 
to basins in which almost all excess rain discharges as groundwater flow. 
However, they also indicated that this non-steady state approach is often 
most appropriate for tropical/subtropical conditions where the rain is too 
heavy for the WT to be controlled below the topsoil during the actual 
storm and the main concern is to lower it rapidly once rain has ceased. 
The equation can enable the WT behavior over a certain period to be 
simulated on the basis of (infiltrated) rainfall and actual ET. It can 
be calibrated by taking the best estimates of the reaction factor (a) 
after the end of a few good rainy days when the recharge to the 
groundwater has ceased and the WT is receding.
7
8Reaction Factor
The reaction factor (a) is related to some properties of the soil 
and the drainage system as shown by Eq. 2 (Page 3). The reaction factor 
has a dimension equal to the reciprocal of time (1/T).
There is a need to take an average or weighted value of the reaction 
factor since K (hydraulic conductivity and p (drainable porosity) may vary 
at different depths. Hillel (1982) stressed that the assumption that 
there exists anything like a fixed value of the drainable porosity as the 
WT descends is a gross assumption. According to Luthin (1966) the 
drainable porosity is not a constant, but a function of capillary pressure 
and can be presented as a straight line function of the WT depth.
The hydraulic conductivity (K) can be variable in different 
directions. Talsma (1969) found that K in vertical direction was highly 
variable and dependent on depth. Camp (1976) discovered variability in 
hydraulic conductivity with soil depth in a Louisiana alluvial soil 
(Commerce silt loam). Rogers et al. (1987) evaluated four methods of 
measuring K of Commerce silt loam. They found out that this alluvial soil 
in the lower Mississippi valley has a saturated K of approximately 1 mm/hr 
in a layer just below the plow depth and K increases slightly to a depth 
of 0.6 m. Between 0.6 and 1.3 m depth a layer of about 0.3 m thickness 
has saturated K of up to 80 mm/hr. Rogers and Carter (1987) conducted 
hydraulic conductivity tests in a Commerce silt loam and a Jeanerette 
silty clay loam soils and they found out that measured K-values not only 
between holes, but also with depth of holes, depth of the WT, and the 
depth of water removed from the holes.
9Recharge Coefficient
The recharge (RAt) in the model is defined as the portion of rainfall 
in excess of evaporation, runoff, and storage that goes into the 
groundwater system and causes the WT to rise. It is represented by the 
gross value of rainfall and potential ET computed using the method of 
Thornthwaite (Rosenberg et al., 1983). A recharge coefficient for each 
month or period of the year is necessary in the model to account for 
actual recharge into the groundwater system. Bengtson et al. (1985) used 
the van Bavel method to evaluate ET for southern Louisiana. These values 
were used to formulate factors to adjust measured pan evaporation data so 
that it estimates actual ET. Then factors were applied to correct the 
Thornthwaite method used in the DRAINMOD subsurface drainage model to 
improve simulations of the WT fluctuations.
Influence of ET on WT Depth
Luthin (1978) stated that in the absence of natural drainage the use 
of water by plants can have a significant impact on the WT. He further 
reported that field studies conducted by Skaggs in 1975 on the effect of 
ET on soil drainage showed that the effect of ET on the WT is equal to or 
greater than that due to drainage.
Smedema and Rycroft (1983) noted that high evaporation rate has a 
strong drying effect leading to a low moisture content in the evaporation 
zone and to correspondingly high suction forces. These enhance upward
10
capillary flow although on the other hand the flow is restricted by the 
low moisture content (low conductivity) in the evaporation zone. As 
groundwater moves upward by capillary flow, the WT will fall continuously.
Todd (1980) also indicated that unconfined aquifers with WTs near 
the ground surface frequently exhibit diurnal fluctuations that can be 
ascribed to evaporation and/or transpiration. Both processes cause a 
discharge of groundwater into the atmosphere and have nearly the same 
diurnal variation because of their high correlation with temperature.
Israelsen and Hansen (1976) also revealed that where the WT is near 
the ground, surface evaporation from the soil is almost equal to 
evaporation from a free-water surface. But with water levels at greater 
depths below the surface, evaporation from the soil decreases until it 
becomes neglible when moisture no longer reaches the surface by capillary 
action.
As reported by Hillel (1982), Gardner (1958) showed that the 
limiting (maximal) rate at which the soil can transmit water from the WT 
to the evaporation zone at the surface is an inverse function of the WT 
depth.
Skaggs (1980) discussed how the WT depth is calculated in DRAINMOD 
as influenced by ET. For purposes of calculation, he assumed that the 
soil water is distributed in zones - a wet zone extending from the WT up 
to the rootzone and possibly through the rootzone to the surface, and a 
dry zone. The water content distribution in the wet zone is assumed to 
be that of a drained to equilibrium soil profile. When the maximum rate 
of upward water movement, determined as a function of WT depth, is not 
sufficient to supply the ET demand, water is removed from the root zone
11
storage creating a dry zone. The depth of the wet zone may continue to 
increase due to drainage and some upward water movement. At the same time 
the dry zone with a constant water content may continue to increase to a 
maximum depth equal to that of the root zone. The WT depth is calculated 
as the sum of the depths of the wet and dry zones.
Rogers (1985) evaluated the water management model DRAINMOD for the 
sandy soil conditions of South Central Florida. He modified the model to 
improve the the prediction of drain outflow, so that annual and monthly 
ET values were predicted very well in a sandy soil. He proposed that the 
upward flux be calculated from a "fixed" reference relative to the soil 
profile rather than from a "floating" reference as in DRAINMOD. This 
would mean that the WT depth is not affected by a change in the thickness 
of the dry zone. The modified model gave better prediction of the 
measured drain outflow and ET, but little was changed on the WT 
prediction. Some WT fluctuations were "damped out" and in some cases the 
model predicts a WT that is a little high when the actual WT level is near 
or below the drain elevation.
WT Management Studies In Lower 
Mississippi Valley
Carter et al. (1982) determined the effectiveness of the drainage 
system by comparing WT elevations before and after the installation of the 
systems in their study about the potential for subsurface drainage in the 
lower Mississippi Valley.
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Fouss et al. (1987a) evaluated the application of the DRAINMOD 
model for simulating subsurface drainage in the Lower Mississippi Valley. 
They reported that the model performed better in predicting runoff, 
drainflow, and WT depth during a wet year, 1983. In the drier year, 1982, 
runoff and drain flow were significantly overpredicted because ET was 
underestimated by the model. A revision in the rooting depth relationship 
was recommended.
Fouss and Carter (1987) modified and used the DRAINMOD model in 
conducting a computer simulation using climate and soil conditions of the 
humid southern U.S. to demonstrate optional operating methods for dual 
controlled-drainage/subirrigation system to improve the control of the WT 
depth during the crop growing season, and to minimize pumping requirements 
for irrigation water.
Fouss (1985) used DRAINMOD as a building block in developing a 
dynamic simulation model for a "total" soil-water management system 
(controlled-drainage/subirrigation) which included a "feedback" control 
subroutine. This was used to evaluate the concept of "constant- 
step/sampling" mode of automatic feedback control for the WT management 
system.
Fouss and Cooper (1986, 1988) also used the DRAINMOD model in
evaluating a method of operation of the subdrainage/subirrigation system 
which utilized weather forecasts as a simulation input. One paper dealt 
with advance drainage and the other with stopping irrigation when 
significant rainfall was predicted.
Fouss et al. (1987b) used a simulation model based upon a finite 
difference solution to the Boussinesq equation to illustrate the
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performance of selected methods for regulating the outlet water level of 
a WT control system over short periods of time (a few days) and for 
specific types of rainfall events. They also used a modification of 
DRAINMOD to simulate manual and automatic methods of operating WT control 
system over a 7-year period of climatological record in the Mississippi 
Delta area.
Summary of Literature Review
The fluctuating WT equation can only determine change of WT depth 
due to subsurface flow to the drain. The rate of rise or fall of the WT
depends on the reaction factor, which is a function of the hydraulic
conductivity, the equivalent depth of the soil profile's impermeable 
stratum, the drainable porosity, and the drain spacing. The hydraulic 
conductivity and the drainable porosity depend on the soil type, and may 
vary from place to place. A recharge coefficient is necessary in the 
model to account for the portion of rainfall that goes into the 
groundwater system, and causes the WT to rise. Thus, calibration of the
i
model is needed to determine these parameters before it can be used for 
simulation purposes.
It was shown in several studies that ET has a significant effect on 
WT fluctuation. An upward flux from the groundwater system can occur
depending on the ET demand and the depth of the WT. Thus, the model
would be provided with a means to calculate the increase of WT depth due 
to the influence of ET.
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Water management studies in the Lower Mississippi valley pointed out 
the need for subsurface drainage system evaluation, and revealed the 
intensive use of WT models in the management of a controlled-drainage/ 
subirrigation system. While there is no model yet that is adapted for 
on-farm use in the region, the model developed here can be a practical 
means to farmers in managing this type of water management system.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY 
Input Data
The climate and plot data used in the calibration and in the 
simulation were collected at the Louisiana Agricultural Experiment 
Station's Ben Hur Research Farm, located about 6 Km. south of Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana. The site description and experimental procedures for the 
hydrologic data have been reported by Camp (1977) and Bengtson et al. 
(1983). These included the climatological data, observed daily WT 
hydrographs, soil data, and the drainage systems parameters. Figure 1 
shows the experimental site, Plot No. 2, used in this study.
Climatological data
As discussed by Fouss et al. (1987) hourly precipitation was 
determined from the continuous rainfall records on the Ben Hur farm site.
WT hydrographs
The WT depth referred to in this study is the vertical distance of 
the WT from the ground surface mid-way between two adjacent drains. The 
WT hydrographs were derived from continuous recording of the WT depths for 
the period covered in the study (1981-1987).
15
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Drained volume and Upward Flux
The equilibrium relationship between drained volume and depth of the
WT shown in Table 1 was established by Fouss et al. (1987) using the
method described by Skaggs (1986b).
The relationship between steady-state upward flux and the WT depth
below the average rootzone (shown in Table 1) was also estimated by Fouss
et al.(1987) using computational procedures recommended by Skaggs (1978, 
1980a, and 1980b) and Alexander (1982). The average root depth by month
for corn and active weeds shown in Table 2 was used in the computation.
Drainage system parameters
The drainage system parameters for Ben Hur Farm used in the analysis
were the drain spacing (S), the drain length (L), the cross sectional area
of the sump, the number of drains per sump, and the drain depth. The
following are the values of these parameters:
Drain spacing (S) ■* 20 meters
Drain length (L) - 200 meters
Sump cross-sectional area — 1.44 sq. meters
Number of drains per sump = 3
Drain depth *» 1 meter
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Table 1. Drained volume and steady-state upward flux vs. 
WT depth for Commerce Silt Loam soil.
WT
Depth,
Drained 
Volume,
Steady-state 
Upward Flux,
cm cm cm/h
0 0.0 1.0
10 0.10 0.264
20 0.39 0.072
30 0.65 0.030
40 0.90 0.019
50 1.10 0.012
60 1.40 0.008
70 1.80 0.0058
80 2.20 0.0045
100 3.00 0.0028
120 4.50 0.001
160 8.00 0.0
200 12.20 0.0
500 50.00 0.0
(Source: Fouss et al., 1987)
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Table 2. Average root depth by 
month for corn and 
active weeds.
Month Root Depth
cm
January 3
February 3
March 3
April 12
May 25
June 30
July 30
August 15
September 10
October 3
November 3
December 3
(Source: Fouss et al., 1987)
Estimation of Potential Evapotranspiration
20
Potential evapotranspiration (PET) was estimated using the 
Thornthwaite method and corrected by using the correction factor 
established by Bengtson et al. (1985) for southern Louisiana. The 
Thornthwaite method (Rosenberg et al., 1983) for estimating monthly PET 
in cm is written as
PET - 1.6(J!/12)(N/30)(10 Ta/I)a (6)
where: £ ■= actual daylength (Hrs)
N ■= number of days of the month 
Ta — mean monthly air temperature (°C)
a = 6.75 x 10'7 I3 - 7.71 x 10-5 I2 + 1.79 x 10~2 I + 0.49 (7)
where: I = heat index derived from the sum of 12 monthly
heat index values, i obtained from 
i - (Ta/5)1-51A (8)
Daily PET equivalent was derived from the monthly value. It was 
assumed that ET would occur only during daytime with a zero value at 0600 
hours then peaking at 1200 hours and down to zero again at 1800 hours 
under a sine curve distribution. It was further assumed that there is no
ET when rainfall occurs, and PET for an hour with rainfall was equal to
zero. The data used in the estimation of PET is shown in Appendix A while 
the monthly PET correction factors are shown in Appendix B.
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Calibration of the Model
The two parameters determined in the calibration were the daily 
reaction factor (a) and the recharge coefficient (Cr) . These values were 
determined for each month of the year. The data used in the calibration 
were those of the years 1981, 1982 and 1983, which were respectively 
normal to wet, drier than normal, and very wet (Fouss et al. , 1987). 
These data sets were hourly rainfall, the hourly corrrected potential ET 
and the WT elevation above the drain at the end of each day. An example
of this data file is shown in Appendix C.
These monthly data were converted from hourly to daily data using 
a computer program presented in Appendix D. The output of this program,
which were stored in the computer output file at the end of each run, were
Julian day, daily recharge, and WT elevation above the drain. Daily 
potential recharge here was computed as the sum of the hourly rainfall 
minus hourly ET, thus, it could take a negative value. A negative daily 
recharge would be an ET deficit short of the daily rainfall. The 
conversion from hourly to daily data was done to prevent having too much 
data stored in the computer's memory when running the calibration. An 
example of these daily data of the month is shown in Appendix E.
The Reaction Factor
Values of the reaction factor were calculated by taking pairs of 
adjacent WT elevations above the drain from the recession limbs of the 
daily WT hydrographs. The total drawdown for the day is due to the upward 
flux caused by ET and due to the subsurface flow to the drain. After
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calculating the decrease of the WT elevation due to the upward flux, the 
reaction factor for the day was calculated from the drawdown due to 
subsurface flow to the drain.
Upward Flux
Initial WT elevation above the drain was converted to WT depth below 
the ground surface by subtracting it from the drain depth. The distance 
of the WT below the rootzone was calculated as the difference between the 
WT depth and the root depth. Using Table 1 the corresponding upward flux 
was interpolated for the given distance of the WT below the rootzone.
Recharge or ET Demand
The recharge or ET demand for the day was determined by taking the 
sum of the hourly difference of rainfall minus the hourly computed PET. 
A positive result means that rainfall exceeds ET and there is a recharge 
into the groundwater system. A negative result represents the ET demand 
for the day.
Actual ET
The actual ET depends on the ET demand and the upward flux of the 
day. It is determined by comparing the ET demand and the upward flux. 
The one with less value represents the actual ET of the day for this 
model.
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Drawdown Due To Upward Flux
For a given WT depth the initial drained volume was interpolated 
from Table 1. The upward flux which is equal to actual ET increases the 
drained volume of the soil profile. Hence, the final drained volume is 
equal to the sum of the initial drained volume and the actual ET. The 
final WT depth was also interpolated from the same table for the known 
final drained volume. The final WT depth was converted to WT elevation 
above the drain.
Daily Reaction Factor
It should be recalled that when the WT recedes, the recharge (R&t) 
is zero and Eq. 1 becomes as follows:
ht - hw  e- ^  (4)
In this case hj-.j and ht are the initial and the final WT elevations above 
the drain, respectively, for the drawdown due to subsurface flow to the 
drain. Hence, h,.^  is the elevation of the WT above the drain after 
abstracting the change in the WT depth due to the upward flux. 
Transforming the above equation into its logarithmic form and solving for 
the reaction factor (a) yield the following:
a - In (ht.j/h,.) (9)
This equation is used to calculate the value of the daily reaction factor. 
The mean daily reaction factor for the month was computed from the
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values of the daily reaction factors of the month. And the grand mean for 
each month was calculated from the 3-year record.
Recharge Coefficient
The recharge coefficient (Cr) was derived by rearranging Eq. 5 as 
follows:
0.8/ja(ht - ht_! e ) 
R&t (1 - e-“At)
(10)
This requires pairs of points (hj-.j and ht) from the rising limbs of the 
daily WT hydrograph when the WT rose due to recharge (RAt) from rainfall. 
In this case the recharge (RAt) has a value greater than zero and ht is 
greater than h ^ .  The mean reaction factor for the month was used in the 
computation. Correction factor (Cf) accounts for the antecedent soil 
moisture condition. Basically a drier soil prior to the onset of rain 
generates less recharge into the groundwater system since more rainfall 
goes into storage.
Two methods were considered in estimating the correction factor. 
These are the following:
Method I
The correction factor (Cf) is taken as the reciprocal of the sum of 
the "dry days". A "dry day" is any day that the ET demand is not met by 
rainfall and the recharge into the groundwater system is zero. When the 
ET demand is met by rainfall, Cf takes an initial value of unity.
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Method II
In this method Cf is taken as the reciprocal of the sum of the daily 
moisture deficits. A moisture deficit for the day is calculated as the 
ET demand minus the actual ET. Each day the ET demand is met by rainfall 
and/or the upward flux from the WT, the moisture deficit takes an initial 
value of unity.
An initial value of unity prevents Cf from having a value of zero 
since it is used as a divisor in some computations. The mean daily 
recharge coefficient of the month was determined. Then the grand mean for 
each month was computed from the 3-year record.
Calibration Computer Program.
The computer program used in the calibration is presented in 
Appendix F. This computes the daily reaction factor (a) and the daily 
recharge coefficient (Cr) for each month. Three-year (1981, 1982, and 
1983) daily data of each month were inputted from the computer disk by 
entering their data file names. Other inputs, which were entered each 
time the program was run, were the initial number of "dry days" for Method 
I and the inital moisture deficit of the month for Method II.
These initial values shown in Appendix G were determined by a 
sequence of computations from January 1981 to December 1983 using 
computer programs shown in Appendix H and Appendix I . The initial number 
of "dry days" and the initial moisture deficit for each month were 
computed from the previous month. For the first month of the first year 
(January 1981) it was assumed that there was no "dry day" and no moisture
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deficit as most of the winter days, and an initial value of unity was 
assigned to both parameters.
In the calibration program, data used in the computation of the 
daily reaction factor and recharge coefficient were sorted from the daily 
WT elevation above the drain. For the reaction factor, these were pairs 
of falling daily WT during days when there was no recharge into the 
groundwater system. For the recharge coefficient, these were pairs of 
rising daily WT during days when rainfall was enough to cause a recharge. 
The mean daily reaction factor of the month of the first year (1981) was 
computed from the daily reaction factors generated from pairs of falling 
WT. The mean daily reaction factor was used in the computation of the 
daily reacharge coefficient. The mean daily recharge coefficient of the 
month was also computed. The same computations were performed for the 
same month of the second year (1982) and the third year (1983) . The grand 
mean of the daily reaction factor and the daily recharge coefficient of 
the three-year record were computed and stored in the computer output file 
as the daily reaction factor and daily recharge coefficient of the month. 
This computer program was run for each month of the year.
Daily WT Prediction
The WT prediction was done by determining the WT depth at the end 
of each day for the whole year under conventional drainage. A computer 
model was developed and run to do the calculation. Appendix J shows the 
flow chart and Appendix K and Appendix L presents the computer programs 
for the WT simulation for the two methods.
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Input Data And Parameters
Fixed parameters were incorporated into the model. These are the 
drain depth and the soil porosity. Drain depth of 1 meter and porosity 
of 0.03 for Ben Hur farm (Fouss et al., 1986b) were used. The tabulated 
data of upward flux and drained volume as a function of WT depth were 
read each time the simulation for the test period is run. The initial WT 
depths and the initial number of "dry days" (Method I) and moisture 
deficit (Method II) were imputted. These initial values were determined 
in the same way as the initial number of "dry days" and the initial 
moisture deficit of each month in the calibration using the computer 
programs shown in Appendix H and Appendix I. A series of computations 
were performed by month and the number of "dry days" and the moisture 
deficit at the start of each year were noted for reference purposes. 
These numbers are shown in Appendix M. As discussed in the calibration, 
the calculation of Cf depends on which method is used.
The average root depth, the parameter file name, and the data set 
file name for each month were also read at the start of each run. The 
parameter file includes the mean daily reaction factor and recharge 
coefficient of the month. The data file consists of the days of the year 
(Julian days), hourly rainfall, and hourly potential ET.
Steps in the computation
The recharge or the ET demand of the day was determined as discussed 
in the calibration. If the recharge was available, the net recharge into 
the groundwater system was calculated by multiplying the recharge by the 
corrected recharge coefficient. If the ET demand was not met by rainfall,
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the actual ET was computed as discussed in calibration.
The next step in the computation would depend on the position of the
WT at the start of the day. This represented the following two cases:
Case I - The initial WT was above the drain.
In this case the WT fluctuation was due to the recharge into the
groundwater by rainfall, discharge caused by upward flux, and due to the 
subsurface flow to the drain. If the ET demand for the day was met by 
rainfall, the WT would either rise or fall depending on the amount of 
recharge. The WT elevation above the drain was computed using Eq. 5.
C£CrRAt
ht = ht.x e + --------  (1 - e-•**) (5)
0. 8/iq
If the ET demand for the day was not met by rainfall, the drawdown 
due the upward flux was calculated first as discussed in the calibration 
and the drawdown caused by subsurface flow to the drain was calculated 
using Eq. 4.
ht - h ^  e-«*fc (4)
In this case h,..! is the WT elevation above the drain after the drawdown 
due to the upward flux was abstracted.
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Case II - The initial WT was below the drain.
In this case the subsurface flow to the drain was zero and the WT 
fluctuation depends only on the amount of recharge or the actual ET of the 
day. If the ET demand was not met by rainfall, the actual ET was 
calculated as discussed earlier. The increase of WT depth due to the ET 
flux was calculated as also discussed above.
The WT below the drain would rise when the recharge from rainfall 
was available after the ET demand was met. For a given WT depth the 
initial drained volume of the soil profile was interpolated from Table 1. 
Recharge into the groundwater system decreases the net drained volumein 
the soil profile, thus, the final drained volume is equal to the initial 
drained volume minus the net recharge. The final WT depth was calculated 
by interpolation from the same table for the computed final drained 
volume.
Hourly computation
When the initial WT is close to the drain level, it may shift 
position (with respect to the drain level) at the end of the day. 
Initially the WT can be below the drain and may rise above the drain at 
the end of the day or vice-versa. When this happened, hourly computation 
was made for the day. The hourly reaction factor was derived from the 
daily value and was used in the computation.
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Tests of Results
Predicted WT depths using the new model were compared with their 
corresponding observed values. Observed and computed WT depths were
plotted using a computer for a series of one year test period. The
closeness of the two sets of values was estimated by computing the
standard error and the average deviation for each test period. The
statistical tests are defined as follows:
A. Standard error (s.e.)
s.e. — S  (Y,. - Y i')2 /  n (ii)
B. Average deviation (a.d.)
a.d. (12)
where: n =* the number of days of the year 
Yi - observed WT depths, and 
Yj/— computed WT depths
Comparison Between New Model and DRAINMOD
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The standard errors (s.e.) and the average deviation (a.d.) between 
the observed WT and the WT simulated by FWTMOD were compared with their 
corresponding values determined by DRAINMOD which was derived from 
previous studies conducted on the same site. Further comparison was made 
by plotting together the observed WT depths with those predicted by the 
two models.
Development of WT Management Model
The new model (FWTMOD) was used as a basis in developing a WT 
management model to simulate the rise and fall of the WT under two methods 
of control for the cropping season (for corn - days of the year 100 to 
220) of the seven-year test period. The methods of control are the fixed 
weir (FXW) method and the controlled weir level (CWL) method. Computer 
simulation programs for FXW and CWL methods are presented in Appendix N 
and Appendix 0, respectively.
Initial data inputted each time the simulation was run are shown in 
Appendix P. Aside from the system's parameters used previously, an 
equivalent depth to the soil profile's impermeable stratum of 0.4 meter 
(Fouss et al., 1986b) was used in the simulation.
For both methods of control, irrigation water was pumped into the 
sump to raise the water surface of the water outlet level each time the 
WT dropped to a critical depth. The critical depth was determined as the
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maximum WT depth that can provide the mimimum upward flux equal to the 
maximum daily ET demand during the cropping season.
Fixed weir method (FXW)
Under the fixed weir method of control the sump outlet at the drain 
level was closed the whole cropping season with a constant outlet water 
level set at 60 cm below the soil surface with a weir or overflow pipe as 
a control structure (Fouss et al, 1986b). Irrigation water was pumped as 
required.
In this method of control the sump water surface (WS) and the WT 
would fluctuate depending on whether the system was in controlled-drainage 
or in subirrigation. In either case the WT (WT) and the sump water 
surface (WS) fluctuations were simulated at smaller time increment.
The daily reaction factor was converted into its hourly value and 
a one-twentieth (.05 Hr.) or 3-minute time increment (At) was used in the 
simulation. During each At period the change in WT elevation and the 
discharge or recharge volume into the sump were calculated to determine 
the change in the sump WS elevation. For every At period the new sump WS 
elevation was used as the WT head reference datum to do the calculation 
for the next period. During each period the reaction factor (a) was 
corrected as the equivalent depth changed with the sump WS elevation. 
The final sump WS and WT elevations at the end of each day were stored in 
a computer output file.
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Controlled weir level method (CWL)
The controlled weir level method is the same as the fixed weir 
method except that the drain outlet was opened when the WT depth (midway 
between drains) was equal to or less than 30 cm below the ground surface 
and was closed when the WT depth was equal to or greater than 60 cm depth 
at the end of a day.
When the initial WT depth for the day was less than 30 cm below 
the ground surface, the system would shift to subdrainage. The drain 
outlet was opened and the simulation was made using a At of one hour. The 
drain level would become the WT reference datum as in conventional 
drainage.
When the initial WT depth was between 30 cm and 60 cm depth below 
the ground surface, the system could be either in conventional drainage 
(drain outlet was opened) or in controlled-drainage (drain outlet was 
closed). When the drain outlet level was opened, hourly simulation was 
made. A 3-minute simulation was made when the drain outlet level was 
closed.
The WT depth at the start of the day could also be lower than the 
outlet control (weir) level. In this case a 3-minute simulation was 
conducted to monitor the sump WS and the WT elevation in the same manner 
as in the fixed weir mode (FXW).
Amount of Irrigation
For both modes of control, irrigation water was pumped into the 
sump to raise the WS to the control outlet level once the WT receded to 
the critical level. The amount of irrigation per pumping was calculated
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as follows:
I - 1000 As (ds - dw) / Ad (13)
where: I - depth of irrigation, nun.
As - cross sectional of the sump, sq. m. 
ds - distance of the sump WS below the ground surface 
before pumping, meter, 
dw — distance of the control outlet below the ground 
surface, meter.
Ad - drainage area (drain spacing x drain length), 
sq. m.
The total amount or irrigation for the entire season is equal to the 
sum of each amount (I) applied per pumping.
Excessive Soil-water Condition
Excessive soil water condition was quantified using SEW30 (Skaggs, 
1980) as the criterion. This is expressed as
SEW30 - 2 (30 - Y±) (14)
i=l
where: SEW30 — excessive soil water condition in cm-days.
Y* = WT depth on day i in Cm.
n - total number of cropping days
Negative terms inside the summation were neglected.
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Comparison of the two modes of control
The two modes of control were compared based on the following 
criteria for the cropping season:
a. average WT depth, cm.
b. total amount of irrigation, mm.
c. total excess water (SEW30),cm-day.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS 
Calibration of the Model
The data used in the calibration were for the years 1981, 1982 and 
1983. The hydrologic data of this three-year period represented a wide 
range of the soil-water conditions during the growing season. The years 
1981, 1982 and 1983 were respectively normal to wet, drier than normal, 
and very wet (Fouss et al., 1987).
Table 3 shows the values of the parameters for the two methods 
derived from the calibration of the model. These are the mean daily 
reaction factors and the recharge coefficients of each month.
Reaction Factors
The daily reaction factors ranges from 0.13855 day'1 (for the month 
of August) to 0.28245 day'1 (for the month of February) with the mean of 
0.20477 day'1. From the previous study of Fouss et al. (1987) at the same 
site they used the values of the following parameters: hydraulic
conductivity of 2.6 cm/hr; porosity of 0.03; and an equivalent depth of 
0.4 meter. Substituting these values in Eq. 2, the computed reaction 
factor for a drain spacing of 20 meters is 0.2080 day'1. This value agrees 
very well with the annual mean of the reaction factor derived from the 
calibration (Table 3).
The reaction factor (a) is a function of hydraulic conductivity,
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Table 3. Daily reaction factors and uncorrected recharge 
coefficients for each month for the two methods.
Month Reaction Factor
Uncorrected 
Recharge Coefficient
Method I Method II
1/day
January 0.14152 0.65054 0.47283
February 0.21525 0.65142 0.51723
March 0.13883 0.74762 0.58189
April 0.17184 0.82050 0.75744
May 0.25210 0.74071 0.72451
June 0.26688 0.34716 0.34716
July 0.28245 0.82043 0.66574
August 0.13855 0.56584 0.50655
September 0.21445 0.59055 0.55866
October 0.21038 0.74528 0.71436
November 0.20630 0.89999 0.87001
December 0.21869 0.77978 0.56019
MEANS
Winter-Spring
(DEC-MAY)
0.18971 0.73176 0.60235
Fall-Summer
(JUN-NOV)
0.21984 0.66154 0.61041
Annual 0.20477 0.69665 0.60380
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porosity, equivalent depth, and drain spacing. Although theoretically it 
is not influenced by the seasons of the year, the mean of winter-spring 
season (December to May) of 0.18971 day-1 was apparently lower than the 
mean of summer-fall season (June to November ) of 0.21984 day-1 (Table 3). 
Most probably the difference in the rooting system during the seasons 
might have affected the hydraulic conductivity and porosity of the soil 
profile.
Using the mean of the reaction factor of 0.20477 day'1, the value 
of e"®4*1 (for At = 1 day) is equal to 0.8148. In the model this means the 
loss in the WT elevation above the drain due to subsurface flow to the 
drain is equal to about 18.52% in a period of one day without rain.
Reacharpe Coefficient
The values under recharge coefficient in Table 3 are uncorrected. 
A correction factor (Cf) has to be multiplied by these values. The 
corrected recharge coefficient indicates the portion of rainfall that 
would cause the WT to rise. The Cf for each method was computed 
differently, thus, the difference in the uncorrected recharge coefficients 
for the two methods. As discussed in Chapter III, Cf in Method I was taken 
as the reciprocal of the number of "dry days" prior to the onset of 
rainfall while in Method II it is the reciprocal of the sum of the 
moisture deficit prior to the onset of rainfall.
Evidently the values of the uncorrected recharge coefficients under 
Method I are higher than those of Method II. In Method I the annual mean 
is 0.69665 while in Method II the mean is 0.60380. The difference is due 
to the larger magnitude in the values of the "dry days" in Method I
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compared to the values of the moisture deficit in centimeters used in 
Method II.
There is inconsistency in the seasonal variation of the uncorrected 
recharge coefficients in both methods. In Method I there is a marked 
difference between the means of winter-spring season and the summer-fall 
season. The mean of winter-spring season of 0.73176 is higher than the 
mean of summer-fall season of 0.66154. The reverse is true in Method II 
although the difference between these values was slight. The mean of the 
winter-spring season was 0.60235, while the mean of summer-fall was 
0.61041. This means that in Method I the response of the WT to a given 
amount of rainfall following a given number of "dry days" would be greater 
on the average in winter-spring season than in summer-fall season. In 
Method II the WT response would be the same on the average if other 
factors were constant. It should be noted that the reaction factor may 
vary by month or by season.
WT Simulation
The WT simulations by year for the two methods were run for the 
seven-year period (1981 to 1987). Sample results of these simulations are 
shown in Appendix Q and Appendix R. Graphical comparisons between the 
observed and the simulated WT depths for both methods are shown in Figures 
2 to 15. Table 4 shows the standard errors (s.e.) and the average 
deviation (a.d.) between the observed and simulated WT depths for the two 
methods.
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Figure 4. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WT simulated by Method I for 1983.
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Figure 5. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WT simulated by Method I for 1984.
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Figure 6. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WT simulated by Method I for 1985.
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Figure 7. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WT simulated by Method I for 1986.
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Figure 8. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WT simulated by Method I for 1987. <Ti
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Figure 9. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WT simulated by Method II for 1981. ■P'
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Figure 10. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WT simulated by Method II for 1982. 4s
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Figure 11. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WT simulated by Method II for 1983. ■p-
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Figure 12. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WT simulated by Method II for 1984. Ln
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Figure 13. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WT simulated by Method II for 1985.
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Figure 14. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WT simulated by Method II for 1986. Lnro
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Figure 15. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WT simulated by Method II for 1987. m
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Table 4. Standard errors (s.e.) and average deviations 
(a.d.) of the observed and simulated WTs 
for the two methods.
Year
Method I Method II
s.e. a.d. s.e. a.d.
cm cm cm cm
1981 19.51 16.14 21.04 16.97
1982 22.25 19.72 22.21 18.91
1983 27.04 21.94 21.25 17.52
1984 25.12 19.17 23.56 17.02
1985 22.57 16.83 21.54 16.02
1986 26.51 21.45 25.04 20.22
1987 29.64 20.90 26.95 18.44
Mean 24.66 19.45 23.08 17.71
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In 1982 days of the year 156 to 332 were excluded in the computation 
of the standard error and average deviation. For the most part of this 
period the actual WT was much lower than what the WT recorder could 
register. The recorded WT depth during this period was about 40 cm below 
the drain which was the elevation of the WT measurement well.
Overall the two methods had similar WT fluctuation patterns for each 
year of the test period. This agreement conforms with the slight 
difference between the corresponding values of the s.e. and a.d. of both 
methods except in 1983 wherein the s.e. of 27.04 cm of Method I was much 
higher compared to 21.25 cm of Method II. With the exception of 1981 the 
s.e. and a.d. of Method I were consistently higher than those of Method 
II. In Method I the mean of s.e. and a.d. were 24.66 cm and 19.45 cm, 
respectively, while in Method II these values were, respectively, 23.08 
cm and 17.71 cm. Although there was no marked difference between the 
corresponding s.e. and a.d. means of the two methods, Method II proved to 
be a better WT predictor than Method I. This indicates that moisture 
deficit is a better parameter to characterize antecedent soil moisture 
condition than the number of "dry days" prior to the onset of rainfall. 
It should be recalled that a "dry day" (as discussed in Chapter III) was 
a day when rainfall did not meet the ET demand of the day while the 
moisture deficit accounts for the difference between the computed actual 
ET and the ET demand when the latter was not satisfied.
In general the WT depth was overestimated by both methods. Most of 
this occurred during the first half of the year (days 1-155) when the 
observed WT would not recede lower than about 20 cm above the drain. In 
several instances the observed WT leveled off at this elevation even in
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the absence of rainfall for many days. The ET is low and the root depth 
is shallow during this period of the year to produce enough upward flux 
to increase the WT depth, but a head was sufficient to cause a subsurface 
flow to the drain for the WT to recede when recharge from outside sources 
like rainfall was not available. The greatest difference between the 
observed and simulated WT occurred during the later part of this period 
when the simulated WT has gone so low before the observed WT started to 
recede. This made the model overestimate the WT depth. The simulated WT 
fluctuation by both methods was very similar. One difference was their 
response to rainfall. Method II responded to rainfall more than Method 
I did, thus, compensating for the overestimation occurring in those days 
without rainfall. Except for a few underestimation of the WT depth with 
rainfall present, Method II was in closer agreement with the observed WT 
than Method I during this time of the year.
Fouss et al. (1987) found out the same inconsistency in the behavior 
of the observed WT in their study involving WT simulation using DRAINMOD 
at this site in 1981, 1982 and 1983. They attributed this phenomenon to 
entrapped air in the soil profile during the wet spring months, a 
restrictive soil layer near the drain depth, or restriction of air entry 
into the clay loam surface soil layer, and interruptions in electrical 
power to the drainage sump pump, or a sticking float in the measurement 
well.
Following this period was a drastic WT recession except in instances 
when rainfall was in abundance. This happened in 1982, 1984, 1985, and 
1986 when the observed WT dropped to a distance of about 50 cm in 10 to 
15 days.
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The next period was the cropping season which included the whole 
summer season. The ET demand is the highest and the rootzone at its 
deepest at his time of the year. Both the observed and the simulated WT 
dropped to its lowest depth during this period when there was no rainfall. 
Simulated WT by both methods did not respond to rainfall as much as the 
observed WT in some instances. The simulated WT for both methods did not 
recede as much as the observed WT in some cases. Method II also responded 
to rainfall better than Method I in this period. Hence, the simulated 
WT by Method II agreed better with the observed WT than Method I except 
in a few cases when the observed WT did not rise high enough in response 
to considerable amounts of rainfall.
The rest of the year (after the cropping season) showed good 
prediction for both methods. There were only few deviations between the 
observed WT and the simulated WT by both methods. One instance was in 
1982 when the observed WT did not rise until after day 300. Before this 
date some rains caused the WT to rise while the observed WT continued to 
maintain the same elevation. However, it should be recalled that WT 
measurements at that time were erroneous. Another instance was in 1984 
(days 285 to 295) when both methods underestimated WT depth in response 
to rainfall. Again Method II underestimated the WT depth more than Method 
I.
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Comparison Between WT Simulations By DRAINMOD And 
Fluctuating WT Model (FWTMOD - Method II)
Method II of the fluctuating WT model (FWTMOD) was used in the 
comparison since it was consistently better than Method I in simulating 
WT. WT simulations by these two methods are discussed in the previous 
section. FWTMOD WT simulation results that are mentioned in this section 
are those of Method II.
Figures 16 to 22 show the observed WT hydrographs and the WT 
hydrographs simulated by DRAINMOD (Sabbagh, 1989) and FWTMOD for the 
seven-year test period (1981-1987). Table 5 compares the standard errors 
(s.e.) and average deviations (a.d.) between the observed WT and WT 
simulated by DRAINMOD; observed WT and WT simulated by FWTMOD; and the 
WT's simulated by both models.
The s.e. and a.d. means between the observed WT and WT simulated by 
DRAINMOD were 20.79 cm and 15.49 cm, respectively. Between the observed 
WT and WT simulated by FWTMOD their respective amounts were 23.08 cm and 
17.71 cm. The slight difference between these respective values indicates 
the comparable capability of FWTMOD with DRAINMOD in simulating WT.
The means of s.e. and a.d. between the WT simulated by DRAINMOD and 
FWTMOD were 18.62 cm. and 14.36 cm., respectively. These were less than 
the respective values of s.e. and a.d. between the observed WT and the WT 
simulated by the two models. This means that DRAINMOD and FWTMOD agree 
very well in their WT simulations. Visual examination of the figures 
shows the WT simulated by FWTMOD to be lower than the WT simulated by 
DRAINMOD during most of the spring and early summer of the test years.
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Figure 16. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WTs simulated by DRAINMOD and FWTMOD for 1981. Cnvo
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17. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WTs simulated by DRAINMOD and FWTMOD for 1982.
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Figure 18. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WTs simulated by DRAINMOD and FWTMOD for 1983.
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Figure 19. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WTs simulated by DRAINMOD and FWTMOD for 1984.
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rainfall, observed WT and WTs simulated by DRAINMOD and FWTMOD for 1985.
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Figure 21. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WTs simulated by DRAINMOD and FWTMOD for 1986. ON
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Figure 22. Daily rainfall, observed WT and WTs simulated by DRAINMOD and FWTMOD for 1987.
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Table 5. Standard errors (s.e.) and average deviations (a.d.)
between observed WT and WT simulated by DRAINMOD and 
the Fluctuating WT Model (FWTMOD - Method II).
YEAR
OWT vs 
s.e.
DRAINMOD
a.d.
OWT vs 
s.e.
FWTMOD
a.d.
DRAINMOD
s.e.
vs FWTMOD 
a.d.
cm cm cm cm cm cm
1981 19.28 14.54 21.04 16.97 18.43 15.53
1982 22.59 17.48 22.21 18.91 18.51 14.45
1983 19.70 15.23 21.25 17.52 17.63 12.81
1984 16.43 12.12 23.56 17.02 17.74 12.91
1985 22.57 16.82 21.54 16.02 17.72 13.40
1986 20.90 15.50 25.04 20.22 20.22 16.90
1987 24.04 16.73 26.95 18.44 19.50 14.50
MEAN 20.79 15.49 23.08 17.71 18.62 14.36
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This deviation between the WT estimated by the two models is very evident 
in 1981, 1982, 1984, and 1986. It should be recalled that overestimation 
of WT depth by FWTMOD occurred in this same period. A discrepancy between 
the WT simulated by the two models is also seen in dry summer in which 
FWTMOD estimated shallower WT depths than the ones by DRAINMOD. In these 
instances WT depths calculated by FWTMOD paired with the observed WT 
depths better than those by DRAINMOD. Aside from the difference in 
thetechniques employed in the models, the descrepancy in their WT 
simulation could also be attributed to some parameters used in the models. 
These parameters are the monthly ET correction factor and the root depth 
for the different periods of the year. The FWTMOD used the monthly ET 
correcion factor established by Bengtson et al. (1985) for southern 
Louisiana and the root depths for each month were derived from Fouss et 
al. (1987). The root depth used in FWTMOD were interpolated from the corn 
root depth for a normal-to-wet growing season. The same root depth for 
each month was used for the whole seven-year test period. In DRAINMOD 
another set of root depths were used in simulating a normal-to-dry year. 
An example of this is 1982 in which DRAINMOD improved the WT simulation 
by using deeper root depths (Fouss et al., 1987).
WT Control Simulation By FWTMOD (Method II)
The new model (FWTMOD - Method II) was used to simulate WT control 
during the cropping season under two methods - fixed weir (FXW) and 
controlled weir level (CWL). In FXW method the outlet control level
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a depth of 60 cm below the ground surface or 40 cm above the drain during 
the entire cropping season (days of the year 100 to 220) . The CWL method 
is the same as FXW method, but O.C.L. was lowered to the drain level under 
the conventional subsurface drainage mode as shown in Figure 23 when the 
WT depth at the end of the day was less than 30 cm. For both methods 
irrigation water was pumped into the sump to raise the water to the outlet 
level (60 cm depth) as shown in Figure 24 when the WT depth receded to a 
critical level.
Critical depth of 80 cm was used as basis for irrigation 
application. This was estimated as the average of the possible minimum 
and maximum critical WT depths. The minimum critical WT depth was 
estimated to occur in April of a wet year in which the root depth of 12 
cm is the most shallow during the cropping months. The maximum critical 
WT depth was estimated to be in July of a dry year in which the root depth 
of 90 cm is the deepest. The daily PET in the month of April corresponds 
to an upward flux of 0.033 cm/hr which can be sustained by a WT depth of 
29 cm. With mean root depth of 12 cm in this month of a wet year, the 
minimum critical WT depth is 41 cm. In July the daily PET corresponds to 
an upward flux of 0.036 cm/hr which can be made available by a WT depth 
of 29 cm. For an average root depth of 90 cm in this month of a dry year, 
the maximum critical WT depth is 119 cm.
Graphical presentations of O.C.L. and the simulated WT depth for the 
cropping season of the entire 7-year test period are shown in Figures 25 
to 38 for the two methods of WT control. The O.C.L. for FXW method was 
raised to a depth of 60 cm during whole cropping season. In CWL method 
O.C.L. was also raised to a depth of 60 cm, but was lowered to the drain
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Figure 23. Position of the water surface at the outlet and the WT under conventional 
subsurface drainage mode.
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Figure 25. WT control simulation by Fixed Weir (FXW) method for cropping season 1981.
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Figure 26. WT control simulation by Fixed Weir (FXW) method for cropping season 1982.
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Figure 27. WT control simulation by Fixed Weir (FXW) method for cropping season 1983. ■~4U)
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Figure 28. WT control simulation by Fixed Weir (FXW) method for cropping season 1984.
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Figure 29. WT control simulation by Fixed Weir (FXW) method for cropping season 1985.
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Figure 30. WT control simulation by Fixed Weir (FXW) method for cropping season 1986.
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Figure 31. WT control simulation by Fixed Weir (FXW) method for cropping season 1987.
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Figure 32. WT control simulation by Controlled Weir Level (CWL) method for cropping season 1981.
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Figure 33. WT control simulation by Controlled Weir Level (CWL) method for cropping season 1982.
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Figure 34. WT control simulation by Controlled Weir Level (CWL) method for cropping season 1983.
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Figure 35. WT control simulation by Controlled Weir Level (CWL) method for cropping season 1984.
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Figure 36. WT control simulation by Controlled Weir Level (CWL) method for cropping season 1985. 00to
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Figure 37. WT control simulation by Controlled Weir Level (CWL) method for cropping season 1986.
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Figure 38. WT control simulation by Controlled Weir Level (CWL) method for cropping season 1987.
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level (by opening the outlet at the drain level) when the WT depth at 
theend of the day was not greater than 30 cm. The outlet at the drain 
levelwas kept opened until the WT depth would be greater than 60 cm by the 
end of the day.
The number of times the drain outlet was opened in the CWL method 
corresponds to the number of days the WT reached the 30 cm depth. This 
indicates also the rainfall status during the cropping season. For 
example, year 1982 with dry cropping season had the outlet at the 
drainlevel opened only once while in 1983 and 1987 with rainy cropping 
season had the outlet at the drain level opened many times.
As expected in both methods the WT at the end of the day did not 
fall below the critical level (80 cm depth) even in dry days. This was 
so because the sump water surface (WS) was raised each time the WT reached 
the critical level. The WT could fall to the critical level at daytime 
during hours of high ET, but the groundwater body would be recharged 
immediately as the sump WS was raised.
The simulated WT patterns look similar for both methods. Their 
respective peaks during days with strong rains were the same in most 
cases. This semblance was very true for respective WT peaks which were 
not preceded by a drain outlet opening in the CWL method.
When the outlet at the drain level was opened in days when the WT 
depth was equal to or less than 30 cm depth in the CWL method, the WT 
would recede lower than in the FXW method. A very good example was in 
1984 when the drain outlet was opened three times in the CWL method. In 
the first and third, another storm caused the WT to peak once more. The 
WT has fallen lower before its next peak in the CWL than in the FXW
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method.
Although not very apparent in the figures, one difference between 
simulated WT by both methods was the recession limb of corresponding WT 
peaks which has reached the 30 cm depth. Since the outlet at the drain 
level was opened in the CWL method when the WT reached that level (30 cm 
depth), the WT would recede at a faster rate than in the FXW method.
The outlet at the drain level was closed in the CWL method when the 
WT fell to 60 cm depth, and the system would shift to controlled drainage 
as in the FXW method. Although the rate of fall would be decreased as the 
sump WS started to rise, the WT in the CWL method would be lower and would 
reach the critical level first if there was no recharge from rainfall. 
Since the drain outlet had been opened, the sump WS could be lower in the 
CWL method and more water would be needed to raise the water in the sump 
for subirrigation.
Summary of the WT control simulation during the growing season for 
FXW and CWL methods is shown in Table 6. The two methods were compared 
in terms of average mid-WT depth, amount of irrigation applied and excess 
water (SEW30),
The average mid-WT depths or WT depths in the CWL method were 
consistently slightly greater than those in the FXW method. When the 
outlet at the drain level was opened in the CWL method, the WT would fall 
faster and lower at the end of the day than in the FXW method. But it was 
closed as soon as the WT reached the 60 cm depth, and the system shifted 
to controlled drainage mode. Its rate of falling was decreased, and the 
WT would not recede so low at the end of the day. Thus, the difference 
between the average WT depths in both methods were very slight. The mean
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Table 6. Summary of WT control simulation during the 
growing season for Fixed Weir (FXW) and 
Controlled Weir Level (CWL) control methods.
Year
Control
Methods
Average 
Mid WT 
Depth
Irrig
Water
Pumped
Excess
Water
SEW30
cm mm cm-days
1981 FXW 68.94 127.31 95.62
CWL 69.33 136.62 95.04
1982 FXW 73.03 149.17 30.06
CWL 73.18 149.26 30.06
1983 FXW 66.88 120.38 217.68
CWL 67.29 130.85 212.46
1984 FXW 73.43 152.49 52.71
CWL 74.13 162.56 52.71
1985 FXW 72.17 147.56 88.97
CWL 72.53 147.82 85.78
1986 FXW 70.70 129.16 68.80
CWL 70.89 133.77 68.80
1987 FXW 64.47 88.09 153.08
CWL 65.30 105.18 151.43
Mean ' FXW 
CWL
69.95
70.38
130.59
138.01
100.99
99.47
WT depths were 69.95 cm for the FXW and 70.38 cm for the CWL. The amount 
of irrigation water pumped in both methods depended on the rainfall during 
the cropping season. Apparently more rainfall would correspond to less 
irrigation and vice-versa. More rainfall would also mean a bigger 
difference between the amounts of irrigation for the two methods. The 
drain outlet was opened more times in the CWL method as the WT would reach 
the 30 cm depth more frequently. The sump water would fall to the drain 
level, and more irrigation was needed to raise it in the subirrigation 
mode. The average irrigation water pumped per cropping season for the FXW 
and CWL were 130.59 mm and 138.01 mm, respectively.
The excess water in terms of SEW30 also depended on rainfall during 
the cropping season. In a rainy cropping season the WT would be shallow 
for most of the period and the SEW30 would be higher. The mean of SEW30 
for FXW and CWL methods were 101.99 cm-days and 99.47 cm-days, 
respectively. The difference between the means was very small and on 
three occasions SEW30 of both methods were identical. This was in 1982, 
1984 and 1986 when the cropping season received little rainfall. The WT
would be even in both methods, maintaining an elevation barely at the
critical level as sustained by subirrigation for a good number of days 
without rain. When high intensity rain occurred, the WT in both methods 
would rise to the same height above the 30 cm depth and the two methods 
would record the same SEW30. Since the WT reached the 30 cm level, the 
outlet control in the CWL method would be lowered to the drain level the 
next day. In most cases although the outlet control in the FXW method was 
constant at 60 cm depth, the WT would also drop below the 30 cm level if
there was no rainfall on that day. Apparently, the WT in the CWL method
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would be lower, but the SEW30 for both methods would be zero on that day.
In cropping seasons with more rainfall, the difference in the SEW30 
would be due to a second strong storm that could raise the WT to the 30 
cm level, occurring when O.C.L. in the CWL was still at the drain level. 
When this happened, the rise of the WT in the CWL method due to the second 
storm would be lower than in the FXW method. This was well demonstrated 
in 1983 and 1987 in which the SEW30 of FXW method were higher than those 
of the CWL method.
Use Of The Model By The Farmer
The model can be used by the farmer in the WT management of the 
subdrainage/subirrigation system on his farm. First the model must be 
calibrated to determine the daily reaction factor and the daily recharge 
coefficient for each month or selected period. These two parameters will 
be used in the WT control simulation. However, for immediate use of the 
model in a new system and/or in the absence of available data for the 
calibration of the model, practical estimates of the parameters may be 
used. The reaction factor can be computed using Eq. 2 (page 3) by direct 
field measurements of K and jtx, and using the d and the L for the system. 
The recharge coefficient can be calculated from a reasonable number of 
rainfall events.
During the calibration the system must be provided with a continuous 
WT recorder to collect daily WT data. An automatic raingage must be 
installed to collect hourly rainfall data in the area. Estimate of ET
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can be done by using an evaporation pan data or calculations from 
empirical ET equations. The farmer should seek the expertise of some 
specialists in WT research in establishing for his farm the soil-moisture 
characteristic data such as the upward flux and the drained volume as a 
function of the WT depth. The equivalent depth to the soil profile's 
impermeable layer must also be calculated.
In WT control simulation the fluctuation of the WT will be 
determined as it will respond to rainfall and ET under a certain type of 
WT control management (FXW or CWL). In both the FXW and the CWL methods 
of control, the time to pump water into the sump to raise the water level 
for subirrigation will be determined. In the CWL the shifting of the 
outlet control level (O.C.L.) will also be determined by the model as the 
mode of control operations will be changing. The application of the model 
in the WT control simulation will provide the farmer a basis in his 
decisions in operating the subdrainage/subirrigation system on his farm.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary
The new model (FWTMOD) was developed based on the fluctuating WT 
equation. The model simulates WT fluctuation by determining the change 
of WT depth due to ET demand or recharge by rainfall and the change in the 
WT elevation above the drain due to subsurface flow to the drain. The 
model was calibrated to determine the monthly parameters; it was compared 
with DRAINMOD in its capability to simulate WT fluctuation; and was used 
as a basis in WT control simulations.
The data used in the study were the climatological, soil, and WT 
data of Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station's Ben Hur Research Farm 
for period 1981 to 1987. The PET was estimated using the Thornthwaite 
method.
The model was calibrated to determine the daily reaction factor (a) 
and the recharge coefficient (Cr) of each month. The reaction factor, a 
function of hydraulic conductivity, equivalent depth, porosity, and drain 
spacing, accounts for the response of a drainage system to recharge. The 
recharge coefficient accounts for the portion of rainfall that caused the 
WT to rise. The recharge coefficient is multiplied by a correction factor 
(Cf) which accounts for the antecedent soil-moisture condition prior to the 
onset of rain.
Two methods were tested for the estimation of Cf. Method I
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considered Cf as the reciprocal of the number of dry days prior to the 
onset of rain. In Method II it was taken as the reciprocal of the sum of 
the moisture deficit.
The mean of the reaction factor derived from the calibration of the 
model was 0.20477 day'1. This agreed very well with its computed value 
of 0.20800 day-1.
Simulated daily WT's by the two methods were compared in terms of 
their closeness to the observed WT. Their agreement was quantified in 
terms of the standard error (s.e.) and average deviation (a.d.) by year 
for 7-year test period (1981 to 1987). The average s.e. and average a.d. 
for Method I were 24.66 cm and 19.45 cm, respectively. For Method II 
their respective values were 23.08 cm and 17.71 cm. Moisture deficit 
total was better than the number of "dry days" as an index of antecedent 
soil-moisture condition. Method II was consistently a better predictor 
than Method I, and its s.e. and a.d. were comparable with their 
corresponding values in DRAINMOD, which were 20.79 cm and 15.49 cm, 
respectively.
In general the WT depth was overestimated by both methods. Most of 
this occurred during the early part of the year (days 1 to 155) when the 
observed WT would not fall below 20 cm above the drain. The WT 
fluctuation patterns for both methods were very similar, but Method II 
responded to rainfall better than Method I.
Method II, being a better WT predictor, was used to simulate WT 
control management for the cropping season (days 100 to 220) of the 7-year 
test period. Simulation was conducted using a time increment (At) of 
three minutes (0.05 hr). Two methods of WT control were designed - a)
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fixed weir (FXW), and b) controlled weir level (CWL). In the FXW method 
the outlet control level was set to 60 cm depth during the whole cropping 
season. The CWL method was the same as the FXW method except that the 
outlet control was lowered to the drain level when the WT reached the 30 
cm depth. For both methods irrigation was applied by pumping water into 
the sump each time the WT reached the critical level which was estimated 
to be 80 cm depth. The performances of the two methods of control were 
compared in terms of the average WT depth, amount of irrigation, and 
excess soil water (SEW30). For the FXW method these values were 69.95 
cm, 130.59 mm and 100.99 cm-days, respectively, and for the CWL method 
these were 70.38 cm, 138.01 mm and 99.47 cm-days, respectively.
Conclusions
Analysis and interpretation of the results of this study point out 
to the following conclusions:
1. The daily reaction factor was well estimated in the calibration 
by abstracting first the increase of the WT depth due to the ET flux of 
the day.
2. Sum of moisture deficit prior to the onset of rain was a better 
index of antecedent soil-moisture condition than "dry day".
3. Most of the deviations between the simulated WT and the observed 
WT were due to overestimation of the WT depth by the model.
4. The model could be used in WT control simulation by using a 
smaller increment of time (At).
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Recommendations
The following recommendations which should be considered for future 
research to improve the new model are:
1. Better estimate of recharge in the model by calculating 
infiltration.
2. Adjustment of the monthly parameters used or inputted in the 
model like the ET correction factors and average root depth.
3. Test of the model's WT control simulation by comparing simulation 
results with those of more sophisticated and established models.
4. Use of variable drainable porosity in the calculation of the rise 
of the WT due to recharge by rainfall.
5. Incorporation of the rainfall probability as an input for 
operational-control of controlled-drainage cycle and beginning of 
subirrigation cycle.
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A P P E N D I C E S
APPENDIX A
DATA USED IN THE ESTIMATION OF POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
BY THORNTHWAITE METHOD
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Table 7. Monthly mean daily temperature and daylength 
used in estimating PET by Thornthwaite method 
for Baton Rouge.
MONTH MEAN DAILY 
TEMP (°C)*
MEAN DAYLENGTH 
(HRS)**
January 10.55 10.40
February 12.17 11.10
March 15.39 12.00
April 20.22 12.80
May 23.78 13.60
June 26.67 14.20
July 27.78 13.90
August 27.56 13.30
September 25.28 12.30
October 20.28 11.40
November 14.78 10.60
December 11.61 10.10
(* Source: N.O.A.A., 1980)
(**Source: Veihmeyer, 1964)
APPENDIX B
P E T  CORRECTION FACTORS BY MONTH 
FOR BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
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Table 8. PET correction factors 
for Thornthwaite method. 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
MONTH PET CORRECTION 
FACTOR
January 1.50
February 1.50
March 1.50
April 1.50
May 1.00
June 0.80
July 0.71
August 0.71
September 0.87
October 1.20
November 1.50
December 1.50
(Source: Bengtson et al., 1985)
APPENDIX C
SAMPLE HOURLY DATA USED IN THE CALIBRATION AND SIMULATIONS
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Table 9. Sample data used in the calibration 
and in the simulation.
JDAY HOUR RAINFALL EVAPOTRANS OBS. WT
91 1 .00000 .000000 0.0610
91 2 .00000 .000000 0.0610
91 3 .00000 .000000 0.0610
91 4 .00000 .000000 0.0610
91 5 .00000 .000000 0.0610
91 6 .00102 .000000 0.0610
91 7 .00000 .000140 0.0610
91 8 .00000 .000400 0.0610
91 9 .00000 .000630 0.0610
91 10 .00000 .000830 0.0610
91 11 .00000 .000960 0.0610
91 12 .00000 .001030 0.0610
91 13 .00000 .001030 0.0610
91 14 .00000 .000960 0.0610
91 15 .00000 .000830 0.0610
91 16 .00000 .000630 0.0610
91 17 .00000 .000400 0.0610
91 18 .00000 .000140 0.0610
91 19 .00000 .000000 0.0610
91 20 .00000 .000000 0.0610
91 21 .00000 .000000 0.0610
91 22 .00000 .000000 0.0610
91 23 .00000 .000000 0.0610
91 24 .00000 .000000 0.0610
92 1 .00000 .000000 0.0650
92 2 .00000 .000000 0.0650
92 3 .00000 .000000 0.0650
92 4 .00000 .000000 0.0650
92 5 .00000 .000000 0.0650
92 6 .00000 .000000 0.0650
92 7 .00000 .000140 0.0650
92 8 .00000 .000400 0.0650
92 9 .00000 .000630 0.0650
92 10 .00000 .000830 0.0650
92 11 .00000 .000960 0.0650
92 12 .00000 .001030 0.0650
92 13 .00000 .001030 0.0650
92 14 .00000 .000960 0.0650
92 15 .00000 .000830 0.0650
92 16 .00000 .000630 0.0650
92 17 .00000 .000400 0.0650
92 18 .00000 .000140 0.0650
92 19 .00000 .000000 0.0650
92 20 .00000 .000000 0.0650
92 21 .00000 .000000 0.0650
92 22 .00000 .000000 0.0650
92 23 .00000 .000000 0.0650
92 24 .00000 .000000 0.0650
Table 9 (continued)
JDAY HOUR RAINFALL EVAPOTRANS OBS.WT.
93 1 .00000 .000000 0.0660
93 2 .00000 .000000 0.0660
93 3 .00000 .000000 0.0660
93 4 .00000 .000000 0.0660
93 5 .00000 .000000 0.0660
93 6 .00000 .000000 0.0660
93 7 .00000 .000140 0.0660
93 8 .00000 .000400 0.0660
93 9 .00000 .000630 0.0660
93 10 .00000 .000830 0.0660
93 11 .00000 .000960 0.0660
93 12 .00000 .001030 0.0660
93 13 .00000 .001030 0.0660
93 14 .00000 .000960 0.0660
93 15 .00000 .000830 0.0660
93 16 .00000 .000630 0.0660
93 17 .00000 .000400 0.0660
93 18 .00000 .000140 0.0660
93 19 .00000 .000000 0.0660
93 20 .00000 .000000 0.0660
93 21 .00000 .000000 0.0660
93 22 .00000 .000000 0.0660
93 23 .00000 .000000 0.0660
93 24 .00000 .000000 0.0660
94 1 .00000 .000000 0.0510
94 2 .00000 .000000 0.0510
94 3 .00000 .000000 0.0510
94 4 .00000 .000000 0.0510
94 5 .00000 .000000 0.0510
94 6 .00000 .000000 0.0510
94 7 .00000 .000140 0.0510
94 8 .00000 .000400 0.0510
94 9 .00000 .000630 0.0510
94 10 .00000 .000830 0.0510
94 11 .00000 .000960 0.0510
94 12 .00000 .001030 0.0510
94 13 .00000 .001030 0.0510
94 14 .00000 .000960 0.0510
94 15 .00000 .000830 0.0510
94 16 .00000 .000630 0.0510
94 17 .00000 .000400 0.0510
94 18 .00000 .000140 0.0510
94 19 .00000 .000000 0.0510
94 20 .00000 .000000 0.0510
94 21 .00381 .000000 0.0510
94 22 .00000 .000000 0.0510
94 23 .00000 .000000 0.0510
94 24 .00000 .000000 0.0510
APPENDIX D
COMPUTER PROGRAM CONVERTING MONTHLY HOURLY DATA TO DAILY DATA
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660 '
670 '  FILING OF RESULTS
680 '
690 INPUT "E n te r RESULT FILE NAME (DDATyr.mon) -->«,R FIL$ 
700 OPEN RFILS FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
710 PRINT#1,
720 PRINT#1, M$;YR
730 PRINT#1, "JDAY RECHARGE UT ELEV"
740 FOR I = 1 TO N
750 PRINT#1, USING "# # # " ;JD (I ) ;
760 PRIN TS, USING 11 #.######»;RC<1);
770 PRINT#1, USING "  # .# # # # # " ;HT(I)
780 NEXT I
790 ,****************************************************, 
800 '
810 END
APPENDIX E
SAMPLE DAILY DATA USED IN THE CALIBRATION
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Table 10. Sample 
In the
JDAY RECHARGE
91 -.00696
92 -.00798
93 -.00798
94 -.00417
95 -.00798
96 -.00798
97 -.00798
98 -.00798
99 -.00798
100 -.00798
101 -.00798
102 -.00798
103 -.00798
104 -.00798
105 -.00798
106 -.00798
107 -.00798
108 -.00747
109 -.00798
110 -.00798
111 -.00798
112 -.00798
113 0.01286
114 -.00798
115 -.00798
116 -.00798
117 -.00798
118 -.00798
119 -.00798
120 -.00430
dally data used 
calibration.
OBS. WT. 
0.06100 
0.06500 
0.06600 
0.05100 
0.02600 
0.02100 
0.01600 
0.01200 
0.00500 
-.00300 
-.01000 
-.01800 
-.02600 
-.03800 
-.05200 
-.06000 
-.06300 
-.06600 
-.06900 
-.07400 
-.07900 
-.08400 
-.09000 
-.09500 
-.10100 
-.10600 
-.10900 
-.11000 
-.11200 
-.11300
APPENDIX F
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE CALIBRATION OF THE MODEL
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Ill
10 '************************************************************************** 
2 0 ' *  C A L I B R A T I O N  P R O G R A M  *
3Q ***************************************************************************
40 '  (FILE NAME : MCALD12)
50 DIM RCH1(35),WTE1(35)
60 DIM RCH2(35),UTE2(35)
70 DIM RCH3(35),WTE3(35)
80 DIM RC(35),W0(35),ALP(35),RM(35),CFV(35),CFDD(35)
90 DIM HU(35),HM(35),CF7(35),CF9(35),MD(35),WTD(20),DVL(20)fUPF(20)
100 DD = 1 : POR = .03
1 1 0  > * * * ■
120 PRINT 
130 INPUT 
140 INPUT 
150 INPUT 
160 PRINT 
170 INPUT 
180 INPUT 
190 INPUT 
200 PRINT 
210 INPUT 
220 INPUT 
230 INPUT 
240 PRINT 
250 INPUT 
260 INPUT 
270 INPUT 
280 PRINT 
290 INPUT 
300 INPUT 
310 INPUT 
320 OPEN 
330 OPEN 
340 OPEN 
350 CLS
360 »************************************************************************** 
370 PRINT " INPUTTING MONTHLY DATA"
380 'INPUTTING OF DATA
390 FOR II = 1 TO ND
400 INPUT#1,X,RCH1( I I ) , WTE1( 11)
410 NEXT II
420 FOR II = 1 TO ND
430 INPUT#2,X,RCH2(II),UTE2(II)
440 NEXT 11
450 FOR II  = 1 TO ND
460 INPUT#3,X,RCH3(11),WTE3(11)
470 NEXT 11
480 CLOSE
490 'SOIL WATER CHARACTERISTICS
500 FOR II  = 1 TO 14
510 READ U TD (II)>D V L (II),U PF(II)
520 NEXT II 
530 CLS
540 .**************************************************************************
550 PRINT 11 RUNNING"
560 PRINT M$;YR1
570 L = 0
580 FOR I = 1 TO ND
590 L = L + 1
600 RC(L) = RCH1( I )
610 W0(L) = WTEKI)
620 NEXT I 
630 NDD = NDD1
640 MD = KD1
650 GOSUB 1590
"E n te r MONTH.......................................................................>",M$
"E n te r TOTAL DAYS OF THE MONTH (N D )...................... >",ND
"E n te r  AVERAGE ROOT DEPTH (RD) ( M ) ........................>»,RD
"E n te r YEAR 1 ......................................................................>",YR1
"E n te r INITIAL DRY DAYS (NDD1).............................. >",NDD1
"E n te r INITIAL MOISTURE DEFICIT (M D 1)................. >",MD1
"E n te r YEAR 2 .....................................................................>",YR2
"E n te r INITIAL DRY DAYS (NDD2) ................................>»,NDD2
"E n te r INITIAL MOISTURE DEFICIT (M D 2)................. >«fMD2
"E n te r YEAR 3 .....................................................................>»,YR3
"E n ter INITIAL DRY DAYS (NDD3) ................................>»,NDD3
"E n te r INITIAL MOISTURE DEFICIT (M D 3)................>",MD3
"E n te r DATA FILE NAME #1 (DDATyr.mon)................. > " , FIL1S
"E n te r DATA FILE NAME #2 (DDATyr.mon)................. > ", FIL2S
"E n te r DATA FILE NAME #3 (DDATyr.mon)................. >", FIL3$
FIL1$ FOR INPUT AS #1 
FIL2S FOR INPUT AS #2 
FIL3S FOR INPUT AS #3
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660 NK1 = NK
670 MK1 = MK
680 AL1 = ALT
690 CF71 = CFT7
700 CF91 = CFT9
710 IF NK1 a  0 GOTO 770
720 IF MK1 = 0 GOTO 770
730 ALM1 = AL1/NK1
740 CFM71 = CF7/MK1
750 CFM91 = CF9/MK1
760 GOTO 800
770 ALH1 = 0
780 CFM71 = 0
790 CFH91 = 0
800 PRINT "ALPHA1 =";ALM1
810 PRINT "C-C0EF71 ='';CFM71
820 PRINT "C-C0EF91 =";CFM91
830 PRINT
840 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
850 PRINT M$;YR2
860 L = 0
870 FOR I = 1 TO ND
880 L = L + 1
890 RC(L) = RCH2(I)
900 U0(L) = WTE2(I)
910 NEXT I
920 NDD = NDD2
930 MD = HD2
940 GOSUB 1590
950 NK2 = NK
960 MK2 = MK
970 AL2 = ALT
980 CF72 = CFT7
990 CF92 = CFT9
1000 IF NK2 = 0 GOTO 1060
1010 IF MK2 = 0 GOTO 1060
1020 ALM2 = AL2/NK2
1030 CFM72 = CF72/MK2
1040 CFM92 = CF92/MK2
1050 GOTO 1090
1060 ALM2 = 0
1070 CFM72 = 0
1080 CFM92 = 0
1090 PRINT "ALPHA2 =";ALM2
1100 PRINT ''C-C0EF72 =";CFM72
1110 PRINT "C-C0EF92 =";CFM92
1120 PRINT
1130 »************************<
1140 PRINT M$;YR3
1150 L = 0
1160 FOR I -  1 TO ND
1170 L = L + 1
1180 RC(L) = RCH3(I)
1190 W0(L) = UTE3(I)
1200 NEXT I
1210 NDD = NDD3
1220 MD = MD3
1230 GOSUB 1590
1240 NK3 = NK
1250 MK3 = MK
1260 AL3 = ALT
1270 CF73 = CFT7
1280 CF93 = CFT9
1290 IF NK3 = 0 GOTO 1350
1300 IF MK3 = 0 GOTO 1350
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1310 ALM3 = AL3/NK
1320 CFM73 = CF73/HK3
1330 CFM93 = CF93/HK3
1340 GOTO 1380
1350 ALM3 = 0
1360 CFM73 = 0
1370 CFM93 = 0
1380 PRINT "ALPHAS =";ALM3
1390 PRINT "C-COEF73 =";CFM73
1400 PRINT "C-COEF93 =";CFM93
1410 PRINT
1420 ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
1430 '  GRAND MEAN
1440 IF (NK1 + NK2 + NIG) = 0 GOTO 1470
1450 IF (MK1 + MK2 + MIG) = 0 GOTO 1470
1460 GOTO 1510
1470 ALPM = 0
1480 CFTM7 = 0
1490 CFTM9 = 0
1500 GOTO 1540
1510 ALPM = (AL1 + AL2 + AL3)/(NK1 + NK2 + NIG)
1520 CFTM7 s  (CF71 + CF72 + CF73)/(MK1 + MK2 + MIG)
1530 CFTM9 = (CF91 + CF92 + CF93)/(MK1 + MK2 + MIG)
1540 PRINT "AVE. ALPHA =";ALPM 
1550 PRINT "AVE. C-C0EF7 =«;CFTM7 
1560 PRINT "AVE. C-COEF9 =";CFTM9 
1570 GOTO 3120
15 8 0  .*********************************************************************** 
1590 'SUBROUTINE : SORTING OF DATA AND COMPUTATION OF ALPHA AND C-COEFFICIENT 
1600 K=0 : NK=0 : KK=0 : MK=0
1610 FOR L = 1 TO (ND-1)
1620 IF U0(L) < 1 GOTO 1640
1630 W0(L) = 1
1640 El = W0(L)
1650 '
1660 IF RC(L) > 0 GOTO 1690
1670 NDD = NDD + 1
1680 GOTO 1710 
1690 NDD = 1
1700 '
1710 IF RC(L) < 0 GOTO 1740 
1720 MD = 1
1730 GOTO 1880 
1740 WTDO = DD - U0(L)
1750 DFT = -1 * RC(L)
1760 WTDF = WTDO - RD
1770 IF WTDF < 0 GOTO 1790
1780 GOTO 1800
1790 WTDF = 0
1800 GOSUB 2730 
1810 UPFD = 24 * UPFO 
1820 IF UPFD < DFT GOTO 1850 
1830 MD = 1
1840 GOTO 1880
1850 OF = 100 * (DFT - UPFD)
1860 MD = MD + DF 
1870 '
1880 IF El < 0 GOTO 2370 
1890 IF El = 0  GOTO 2370 
1900 '
1910 'THE INITIAL WATER TABLE IS ABOVE THE DRAIN.
1920 J J  = L + 1
1930 IF WO(JJ) < 1 GOTO 1950
1940 WO(JJ) = 1
1950 EF = WO(JJ)
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1960 IF EF < 0 GOTO 2370 
1970 IF EF = 0 GOTO 2370 
1980 IF El < EF GOTO 2280 
1990 IF El = EF GOTO 2370 
2000 '
2010 '  (RECEDING)
2020 IF R C(JJ) < 0 GOTO 2050 
2030 IF RC(JJ) = 0 GOTO 2150 
2040 GOTO 2370 
2050 MCD = -1 * RC(JJ)
2060 WTDO = DD - El
2070 GOSUB 2730
2080 UPFD = 24 * UPFO
2090 IF UPFD < MCD GOTO 2110
2100 UPFD = MCD
2110 GOSUB 2860
2120 DVL1 = DVLO + UPFD
2130 GOSUB 2990
2140 GOTO 2170
2150 EC = El
2160 GOTO 2200
2170 EC = DD - WTD1
2180 IF EF < EC GOTO 2200
2190 GOTO 2250
2200 ALE = LOG( EC/EF)
2210 IF ALE > .9  GOTO 2250 
2220 K = K + 1
2230 NK = NK + 1
2240 ALP(K) = LOGCEC/EF)
2250 GOTO 2370 
2260 '
2270 '  (RISING)
2280 IF R C(JJ) > 0 GOTO 2300 
2290 GOTO 2370 
2300 KK = KK + 1
2310 MK = MK + 1
2320 RM(KK) = RC(JJ)
2330 NDD(KK) = NDD
2340 MD(KK) = MD
2350 HU(KK) -  El
2360 HM(KK) = EF
2370 NEXT L
2380 ALT = 0 : CFT7 = 0 : CFT9 = 0
2390 NT = NK + MK
2400 IF NT > 0 GOTO 2430
2410 PRINT "NO RISE OF THE WATER TABLE ABOVE THE DRAIN."
2420 GOTO 2710
2430 IF NK > 0 GOTO 2460
2440 PRINT "NO WATER TABLE RECESSION."
2450 GOTO 2480
2460 IF MK > 0 GOTO 2500
2470 PRINT "NO WATER TABLE RISE."
2480 ALT = 0 : CFT7 = 0 : CFT9 = 0 : NK = 0 : MK = 0 
2490 GOTO 2710 
2500 FOR K = 1 TO NK 
2510 ALT = ALT + ALP(K)
2520 NEXT K
2530 ALM = ALT/NK
2540 FOR KK = 1 TO MK
2550 NM = HM(KK) - HU(KK) * EXP(-ALM)
2560 DR = RM(KK) * (1 -EXP(-ALM) ) / ( . 8  * ALM)
2570 CFN = POR * (NM/DR)
2580 RPD7 -  1/NDD(KK)
2590 RPD9 = 1/MD(KK)
2600 CFC7 = CFN/RPD7
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2610 CFC9 = CFN/RPD9 
2620 IF CFC7 < .9  GOTO 2640 
2630 CFC7 = .9
2640 CF7(KK) = CFC7
2650 IF CFC9 < .9  GOTO 2670 
2660 CFC9 = .9
2670 CF9(KK) = CFC9
2680 CFT7 * CFT7 + CF7(KK)
2690 CFT9 = CFT9 + CF9(KK)
2700 NEXT KK 
2710 RETURN
2720 ***************************************************************************
2730 'SUBROUTINE : INTERPOLATION FOR UPUARD FLUX VS. UTD
2740 I I  = 0
2750 I I  = II  + 1
2760 DFC = WTD(II) - UTDF
2770 IF DFC = 0 GOTO 2820
2780 IF DFC < 0 GOTO 2750
2790 J = I I  - 1
2800 X = ((U P F (II)  - U PF(J)) * DFC)/CWTD(II) - WTD(J))
2810 GOTO 2830 
2820 X = 0
2830 UPFO = U PF(II) - X 
2840 RETURN
2850 I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
2860 'SUBROUTINE : INTERPOLATION FOR DRAINED VOLUME VS. UTD
2870 1 1 = 0
2880 1 1 = 1 1 + 1
2890 DFC = WTD(II) - WTDO
2900 IF DFC = 0 GOTO 2950
2910 IF DFC < 0 GOTO 2880
2920 J = II  - 1
2930 Y = ((D V L(II) - DVL(J)) * DFC)/(UTD(II> - UTD(J>>
2940 GOTO 2960 
2950 Y = 0
2960 DVLO = DVL(II) - Y 
2970 RETURN
2980 ***************************************************************************
2990 'SUBROUTINE : INTERPOLATION FOR UTD VS. DRAINABLE VOLUME
3000 II = 0
3010 II  = I I  + 1
3020 DFC = DVL(II) - DVL1
3030 IF DFC = 0 GOTO 3080
3040 IF DFC < 0 GOTO 3010
3050 J = II  - 1
3060 2 = ((W TD(II) - UTD(J)) * DFC)/(DVL(II) - DVL(J))
3070 GOTO 3090 
3080 2 = 0
3090 UTD1 = UTD(II) - 2 
3100 RETURN
3110 *************************************************************************** 
3120 'FILING OF PARAMETERS 
3130 PRINT
3140 INPUT "ENTER PARAMETER OUTPUT FILENAME (MPRMD1.MON) - -> » fPRFIL7$
3150 OPEN PRFIL7S FOR OUTPUT AS #1
3160 PRINT#1, M$;YR1;YR2;YR3 
3170 PRINT#1, ALPM.CFTM7
3180 INPUT "ENTER PARAMETER OUTPUT FILENAME <MPRMD2.mon) -->",PRFIL9$
3190 OPEN PRFIL9S FOR OUTPUT AS #2
3200 PRINT#2, M$;YR1;YR2;YR3 
3210 PR1NT02, ALPM.CFTM9
3220 *************************************************************************** 
3230 / **** SOIL-UATER CHARACTERISTIC DATA *****
3240 '  WATER TABLE DRAINABLE UPUARD FLUX
3250 '  DEPTH (M) VOL.(M) (M/HR)
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3260 DATA 0 . 0 0 , . 0 0 0 0 , .0 1 0 0 0 0
3270 DATA 0 . 1 0 , . 0 0 1 0 , .002640
3280 DATA 0 . 2 0 , .0039, .000720
3290 DATA 0 .3 0 , .0065 , .000300
3300 DATA 0 .4 0 , .0090, .000190
3310 DATA 0 .5 0 , . 0 1 1 0 , .0 0 0 1 2 0
3320 DATA 0 .6 0 , .0140 , .000080
3330 DATA 0 .7 0 , .0180 , .000058
3340 DATA 0 .8 0 , . 0 2 2 0 , .000045
3350 DATA 1 . 0 0 , .0300, .000028
3360 DATA 1 . 2 0 , .0450, .0 0 0 0 1 0
3370 DATA 1 .6 0 , .0800, .0 0 0 0 0 0
3380 DATA 2 . 0 0 , . 1 2 2 0 , .0 0 0 0 0 0
3390 DATA 5 .0 0 , .5000, .0 0 0 0 0 0
3400 '*****” 
3410 END
APPENDIX G
INITIAL NUMBER OF "DRY DAYS" AND INITIAL MOISTURE DEFICIT 
FOR EACH MONTH USED IN THE CALIBRATION
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Table 11. Initial number of "Dry Days" (IDD) and initial
moisture deficit (MDI) of each month used in the 
calibration.
Month
1981 1982 1983
IDD MDI IDD MDI IDD MDI
January 1 1.00 1 1.00 1 1.00
February 5 1.34 2 1.08 1 1.00
March 13 2.45 3 1.26 2 1.09
April 3 1.65 1 1.00 2 1.25
May 8 5.73 9 5.67 9 6.05
June 1 1.00 18 10.88 10 5.60
July 7 3.68 3 1.28 2 1.31
August 2 1.74 20 13.71 4 2.91
September 25 17.01 13 8.92 6 4.23
October 16 11.18 14 10.11 11 6.60
November 22 3.79 2 1.56 10 5.55
December 1 1.39 1 1.00 4 1.54
APPENDIX H
COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DETERMINE NUMBER OF "DRY DAYS"
AT THE END OF A MONTH
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APPENDIX I
COMPUTER PROGRAM TO DETERMINE MOISTURE DEFICIT
AT THE END OF A MONTH
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10 1 **************************************************************************
20 '  * PROGRAM TO DETERMINE MOISTURE DEFICIT INDEX AT THE END OF EACH MONTH. *
3Q #************************************************************^ *************
40 '  (FILE NAME : MDI)
50 DIM RF(750)fET(750),WT{750),RC(35),W0(35),WTD(15),DVL(15),UPF(15)
60 DD = 1 : POR = .03
70 ,**************************************************************************
80 PRINT
90 INPUT "E n te r MONTH......................................... ............................ >",MS
100 INPUT "E n te r TOTAL DAYS OF THE MONTH (N D )......................>",ND
110 INPUT "E n te r  AVERAGE ROOT DEPTH (RD) ( M ) .......... >»,RD
120 PRINT
130 INPUT "E n te r  YEAR........................................................................ >",YR
140 INPUT "E n te r INITIAL MOISTURE DEFICIT (M D 1).>",MD
150 PRINT
160 INPUT "E n te r DATA FILE NAME #1 (ET PH yr.m on) > " , FI LIS
170 OPEN FIL1$ FOR INPUT AS #1 
180 INPUT#1,X$,X$
190 CLS
200 NH = ND * 24
210 L = 0 : M = 0
220 /************************************************************************** 
230 PRINT » INPUTTING MONTHLY DATA"
240 'INPUTTING OF DATA
250 FOR I I I  = 1 TO NH
260 INPUTS1,X,X,RF(111),ET(111),WT(111)
270 NEXT 111
280 CLOSE
290 'SOIL WATER CHARACTERISTICS
300 FOR II  = 1 TO 14
310 READ W TD (II),D V L(II),U PF(II)
320 NEXT II 
330 CLS
340 <************************************************************************** 
350 PRINT " RUNNING"
360 L = L + 1
370 I I I  = M
380 GOSUB 780
390 RC(L) = RC
400 U0(L) = U T (III)
410 M = M + 24
420 IF L < ND GOTO 360
430 FOR L = 1 TO ND
440 IF RC(L) < 0 GOTO 470
450 MD = 1
460 GOTO 600
470 WTDO = DD - W0(L)
480 DFT = -1 * RC(L)
490 WTDF = WTDO - RD
500 IF WTDF < 0 GOTO 520
510 GOTO 530
520 WTDF = 0
530 GOSUB 650 
540 UPFD = 24 * UPFO
550 IF UPFD < DFT GOTO 580 
560 MD * 1
570 GOTO 600
580 DF = 100 * (DFT - UPFD)
590 MD = MD + DF
600 NEXT L
610 *************************************************************************** 
620 PRINT "MOISTURE DEFICIT INDEX = ";MD 
630 GOTO 1040
540 /**************************************************************************
650 'SUBROUTINE : INTERPOLATION FOR UPWARD FLUX VS. WTD
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660 I I  = 0
670 II  = II  + 1
680 DFC = WTD(II) • WTDF 
690 IF DFC = 0 GOTO 740
700 IF DFC < 0 GOTO 670
710 J = I I  - 1
720 X = ((U P F (II)  - U PF(J)) * DFC)/(WTD(II) - WTD(J))
730 GOTO 750 
740 X = 0
750 UPFO = U PF(II) -  X 
760 RETURN
770 .********************************************************
780 'SUBROUTINE : CALCULATION OF RECHARGE OR MOISTURE DEFICIT
790 RC = 0 : HC = 0
800 I I I  -  I I I + 1
810 HC = HC + 1
820 RC = RC + RFC 111) - E T (III )
830 IF HC < 24 GOTO 800
840 RETURN
850 '***** '
860 ' **** SOIL-UATER CHARACTERISTIC DATA * * * * *
870 '  WATER TABLE DRAINABLE UPUARD FLUX
880 ' DEPTH (M) VOL.(M) (M/HR)
890 DATA 0 . 0 0 , . 0 0 0 0 , .0 1 0 0 0 0
900 DATA 0 . 1 0 , . 0 0 1 0 , .002640
910 DATA 0 . 2 0 , .0039, .000720
920 DATA 0 .3 0 , .0065, .000300
930 DATA 0 .4 0 , .0090, .000190
940 DATA 0 .5 0 , . 0 1 1 0 , .0 0 0 1 2 0
950 DATA 0 .6 0 , .0140, .000080
960 DATA 0 .7 0 , .0180, .000058
970 DATA 0 .8 0 , . 0 2 2 0 , .000045
980 DATA 1 . 0 0 , .0300, .000028
990 DATA 1 . 2 0 , .0450, .0 0 0 0 1 0
1000 DATA 1 .6 0 , .0800, .0 0 0 0 0 0
1010 DATA 2 . 0 0 , . 1 2 2 0 , .0 0 0 0 0 0
1020 DATA 5 .0 0 , .5000, .0 0 0 0 0 0
1030 '**************************************************************************
1040 END
APPENDIX J
FLOW CHART FOR DAILY WATERTABLE SIMULATION
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START
S.R.RECH S.R.DVOL
S.R.FLUX S.R.HR.WT
YES
MONTH NO-----
HON
YES
DAY = NO. OF DAYS OF 
^  THE HONTH ?
L @
DAY
FILE TOTAL DAILY RAINFALL AND DAILY 
WT DEPTH FOR THE WHOLE YEAR
INPUT INITIAL HT DEPTH AND INITIAL HOISTURE 
DEFICIT VALUE
READ SOIL-WATER CHARACTERISTIC TABLE AND 
GENERAL INPUT DATA FOR THE YEAR
INPUT PARAHETERS OF THE HONTH AND HOURLY PET 
AND HOURLY RAINFALL OF EACH DAY OF THE HONTH 
FROM THE DATA FILE
ENTER MONTH, NUHBER OF DAYS OF THE MONTH, 
AVERAGE ROOT DEPTH FOR THE MONTH, PARAMETER 
FILE NAME AND DATA FILE NAME OF THE MONTH
INCREMENT DAY, COMPUTES UTD AND TOTAL RAINFALL 
•AT THE END OF THE DAY AND CALCULATES THE 
RECHARGE COEFFICIENT CF FOR THE NEXT DAY
Figure 39. Flow chart for daily watertable simulation.
APPENDIX K
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR WATERTABLE SIMULATION - METHOD I
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1 o / ************************************************************************ 
20 ' * * 
30 '  * FLUCTUATING WATER TABLE MODEL I *
40 '  * *
50 * ************************************************************************
60 '  * ( F i l e  name : SPWT1) *
70 • *  P r e d ic ts  d a i ly  re sp o n se  o f  w ate r ta b l e  to  r a i n f a l l  and e v a p o tra n sp i-  *
80 '  * r a t i o n .  *
90 * ************************************************************************ 
100 '  DIMENSIONING OF VARIABLES
110 '
120 DIM JD(745),RF(745),ET(745>,WT(745),JDY{400>,RFL(400),OWT(400),PWT(400) 
130 DIM WTD(15),UPF(15),DVL(15),DH(400),AV(400)
140 DIM M$(15),YR(15),ND(15),RD(15),PRM$(15),DAT$(15)
150 I = 0 : NT = 0
160 1 ************************************************************************ 
170 '  READING OF THE SOIL-UATER CHARACTERISTIC DATA
180 '  AND GENERAL INPUT DATA
190 '
200 FOR I I  = 1 TO 14
210 READ W TD (II),D V L(II),U PF(II)
220 NEXT II
230 FOR LLL = 1 TO 12
240 READ M$(LLL)>YR(LLL),ND(LLL),RD(LLL)>PRM$(LLL),DAT$(LLL)
250 NEXT LLL 
260 '
270 9 ************************************************************************
280 '  ENTERING OF IMPORTANT SPECIFICATIONS OF THE SYSTEM
290 '
300 DD = 1
310 POR = .03
320 PRINT
330 INPUT "E n te r INITIAL WATER TABLE DEPTH (IWTD) <M) -->»,IWTDS
340 INPUT "E n te r INITIAL DRY DAYS (IDD) .................... > "f IDD
350 PRINT
360 INPUT "E n te r NUMBER OF MONTHS TO BE RUN (NM) .>»,NM
370 INPUT "E n te r RESULT FILE NAME (SPW TI.yr) ..........>»fRFIL$
380 PRINT
390 IWTD = IWTDS
400 1 ************************************************************************ 
410 '  ENTERING IMPORTANT INFORMATIONS FOR THE PERIOD
420 '
430 FOR LLL = 1 TO NM 
440 M$ = MS(LLL)
450 YR = YR(LLL)
460 ND = ND(LLL)
470 RD = RD(LLL)
480 PRM1S = PRMS(LLL)
490 DFILS = DATS(LLL)
500 '************************************************************************ 
510 » INPUTTING THE PARAMETERS OF THE MONTH
520 '
530 OPEN PRM1$ FOR INPUT AS #1 
540 INPUT#1,X$
550 INPUT#1,ALD,CFD 
560 CLOSE
570 ************************************************************************* 
580 '  INPUTTING THE DATA SET
590 '
600 N = 24 * ND
610 OPEN DFILS FOR INPUT AS #2 
620 INPUT#2fX$,X$
630 CLS 
640 PRINT 
650 PRINT
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660 PRINT
670 PRINT
680 PRINT
690 PRINT
700 PRINT “ INPUTTING MONTHLY DATA fo r  ";M$;YR
710 PRINT
720 PRINT
730 PRINT
740 PRINT " For MODEL I"
750 FOR I I I = 1 TO N
760 IN P U T # 2 ,JD (III),X ,R F (III)(E T (III ) ,W T (III )
770 NEXT I I I
780 CLOSE
790 CLS
810 ' M A I N  P R O G R A M
820 '
830 M = 0
840 WTDO = IWTD
850 AD = L * S
860 ALH = ALD/24
880 '
890 ' CONVENTIONAL DRAINAGE
900 '
910 ********
920 CLS 
930 PRINT 
940 PRINT 
950 PRINT 
960 PRINT 
970 PRINT 
980 PRINT
990 PRINT “ RUNNING: ";M$;YR;" under CONVENTIONAL DRAINAGE"
1000 PRINT 
1010 PRINT 
1020 PRINT
1030 PRINT " MODEL I"
1040 1 = 1 + 1
1050 NT = NT + 1
1060 I I I  = M
1070 HUTO = DD - WTDO
1080 IF HWTO > 0 GOTO 1110
1090 GOTO 1460
1100 '
1110 '  THE INITIAL WATER TABLE IS ABOVE THE DRAIN.
1120 '
1130 GOSUB 2420
1140 IF RCH > 0 GOTO 1370
1150 '  (DAY WITHOUT RECHARGE)
1160 MCD = -1 * RCH
1170 IDD = IDD + 1
1180 WTDO = DD - HWTO
1190 WTDF = WTDO - RD
1200 IF WTDF < 0 GOTO 1220
1210 GOTO 1230
1220 WTDF = 0
1230 GOSUB 2520
1240 UPFD = 24 * UPFO
1250 IF MCD < UPFD GOTO 1270 
1260 MCD = UPFD
1270 GOSUB 2670
1280 DVL1 = DVLO + MCD
1290 DVLO = DVL1
1300 GOSUB 2830
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130
1960 ************************************************************************ 
1970 '  STATISTICAL TEST OF THE RESULTS
1980 '
1990 OP=0 : PT=0 : 07=0 : PS=0 : OS=0 : DHS=0 : AVT=0
2000 FOR I = 1 TO NT
2010 OP = OP + OWT(l)*PUT(I>
2020 PT = PT + PWT(I)
2030 OT = OT + OUT(I)
2040 PS = PS + PWT(I)A2
2050 OS = OS + OUT(I)A2
2060 DH(I) = OUT(I) - PUT(I)
2070 DHS = OHS + D H (I)A2
2080 AV(I) = ABS(DH(I))
2090 AVT = AVT + AV(I)
2100 NEXT I
2110 RN = (OP - (PT*OT)/NT)A2
2120 RD = (OS - (OTA2)/MT) * (PS - (PTA2)/NT>
2130 RR = RN/RD
2140 SD = 100*(SQR(DHS/NT»
2150 AD = 100*(AVT/NT)
2160 ************************************************************************
2170 '  CONVERSION OF UNITS
2180 FOR 1 = 1  TO NT
2190 RFL(I) = 1000*RFL(I)
2200 OWT(I) = -1QO*OWT(I)
2210 PWT(I) = -1Q0*PUT(I)
2220 NEXT I
2230 .***********************************************************************
2240 '  FILING OF RESULTS
2250 PRINT
2260 OPEN RFILS FOR OUTPUT AS #1
2270 FOR I = 1 TO NT
2280 PRINT#1, USING »###";JD Y (I);
2290 PRINT#1, USING " ### .###";R F L (I);
2300 PRINT#1, USING 11 #### .##» ;OWT(I);
2310 PRINT#1, USING " # # # # .# # " ;PWT(I)
2320 NEXT I 
2330 PRINT 
2340 PRINT#1,
2350 PRINT#1f ************************************
2360 PRINT#1, "S tan d a rd  e r r o r  = ";S D ;" CM"
2370 PRINT#1, "A verage d e v ia t io n  = ";AD;" CM"
2380 PRINT#1, ************************************
2390 '***********************************************************************
2400 GOTO 3980
2410 1***********************************************************************
2420 '  SUBROUTINE I :  CALCULATES TOTAL DAILY RAINFALL AND NET RECHARGE.
2430 '
2440 RFD=0 : RCH=0 : HC=0
2450 I I I  = 1 1 1 + 1
2460 HC = HC + 1
2470 RFD = RFD + R F (II I)
2480 RCH = RCH + R F (II I)  - E T (III )
2490 IF HC < 24 GOTO 2450 
2500 RETURN
2510 '***********************************************************************
2520 '  SUBROUTINE J :  INTERPOLATES THE UPUARD FLUX FOR A GIVEN WATER TABLE DEPTH. 
2530 '
2540 '
2550 K = 0
2560 K = K + 1
2570 DFC = UTD(K) - WTDF
2580 IF DFC = 0 GOTO 2630
2590 IF DFC < 0 GOTO 2560
2600 J = X - 1
131
2610 X = ((UPF(K)-UPF(J))*DFC)/(WTD(K)-WTD(J))
2620 GOTO 2640
2630 X = 0
2640 UPFO = UPF(K) - X
2650 RETURN
2660 i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
2670 '  SUBROUTINE K: INTERPOLATES THE DRAINABLE VOLUME FOR A GIVEN WATER TABLE 
2680 '  DEPTH.
2690 '
2700 '
2710 LL = 0
2720 LL = LL + 1
2730 DFC = WTD(LL) - WTDO
2740 IF DFC = 0 GOTO 2790
2750 IF DFC < 0 GOTO 2720
2760 J = LL - 1
2770 V = ((DVL(LL)-DVL(J))*DFC)/(WTD(LL)-WTD(J))
2780 GOTO 2800
2790 V = 0
2800 DVLO = DVL(LL) - V
2810 RETURN
2820 *************************************************************************
2830 '  SUBROUTINE L: INTERPOLATES THE WATER TABLE DEPTH FOR A GIVEN DRAINABLE 
2840 '  VOLUME.
2850 '
2860 KK = 0
2870 KK = KK + 1
2880 DFC = DVL(KK) - DVLO
2890 IF DFC = 0 GOTO 2940
2900 IF DFC < 0 GOTO 2870
2910 J = KK - 1
2920 Z = ((WTD(KK) - WTD(J)) * DFC)/(DVL(KK) - DVL(J))
2930 GOTO 2950
2940 Z = 0
2950 WTDX = WTD(KK) - Z
2960 RETURN
2 9 7 0  ************************************************************************* 
2980 'SUBROUTINE M : COMPUTES THE HOURLY RISE OF THE WATER TABLE FOR THE DAY
2990 '  WHEN THE WATER TABLE SHIFTS FROM BELOW THE DRAIN TO ABOVE
3000 '  THE DRAIN OR VICE-VERSA.
3010 '
3020 NH = 0 : I I I  = M
3030 ALH = ALD/24
3040 I I I  = I I I  + 1
3050 NH = NH + 1
3060 HWTO = DD - WTDO
3070 IF HWTO > 0 GOTO 3090 
3080 GOTO 3410
3090 '  THE INITIAL WATER TABLE IS ABOVE THE DRAIN.
3100 WTDO = DD - HWTO
3110 IF RFC I I I )  > 0 GOTO 3130
3120 GOTO 3200
3130 '  (HOUR WITH RAINFALL)
3140 DE = 1 - EXP(-ALH)
3150 RPD = 1/1DD
3160 HWT1 = HWTO*EXP(-ALH) + (RF(IIl)*RPD*CFD*DE) /  (.8*P0R*ALH)
3170 IF HWT1 < DD GOTO 3190
3180 HWT1 = DD
3190 GOTO 3690
3200 '  (HOUR WITHOUT RAINFALL)
3210 ETH = E T (III )
3220 WTDF = WTDO - RD
3230 IF WTDF < 0 GOTO 3250
3240 GOTO 3260
3250 WTDF = 0
GOSUB 2520
IF ETH < UPFO GOTO 3290 
ETH = UPFO 
GOSUB 2670
DVL1 = DVLO + ETH 
DVLO = DVL1 
GOSUB 2830
HWTX = DD - WTDX 
IF HWTX > 0 GOTO 3370 
HUT1 = HWTX 
GOTO 3690
HWT1 = HWTX * EXP(-ALH)
IF HUT1 >.01 GOTO 3400 
HWT1 = 0 
GOTO 3690
'  THE INITIAL WATER TABLE IS BELOW THE DRAIN.
WTDO = DD - HWTO 
IF RFC I I I )  > 0 GOTO 3450 
GOTO 3550
'  (HOUR WITH RAINFALL)
GOSUB 2670
RPD = 1/IDD
DVL1 = DVLO - (RPD * CFD * R F (I I I ) )
DVLO = DVL1 
IF DVLO > 0 GOTO 3520 
DVLO = 0 
GOSUB 2830
HWT1 = DD - WTDX 
GOTO 3690
'  (HOUR WITHOUT RAINFALL)
ETH = ET( I I I )
WTDF = WTDO - RD 
IF WTDF < 0 GOTO 3600 
GOTO 3610 
WTDF = 0 
GOSUB 2520
IF ETH < UPFO GOTO 3640 
ETH = UPFO 
GOSUB 2670
DVL1 = DVLO + ETH 
DVLO = DVL1 
GOSUB 2830
HWT1 = DD - WTDX 
IF NH = 24 GOTO 3720
WTDO = DD - HWT1 
GOTO 3040
RETURN
* * * *  SOIL-WATER CHARACTERISTIC DATA ****
WATER TABLE DEPTH ; DRAINABLE VOLUME ; UPUARD FLUX 
(M) (M) (M/HR)
3260 
3270 
3280 
3290 
3300 
3310 
3320 
3330 
3340 
3350 
3360 
3370 
3380 
3390 
3400 
3410 
3420 
3430 
3440 
3450 
3460 
3470 
3480 
3490 
3500 
3510 
3520 
3530 
3540 
3550 
3560 
3570 
3580 
3590 
3600 
3610 
3620 
3630 
3640 
3650 
3660 
3670 
3680 
3690 
3700 
3710 
3720 
3730 
3740 
3750 
3760 
3770 
3780 
3790 
3800
3810 DATA 0 .0 0 ,
3820 DATA 0 .1 0 ,
3830 DATA 0 .2 0 ,
3840 DATA 0 .3 0 ,
3850 DATA 0 .4 0 ,
3860 DATA 0 .5 0 ,
3870 DATA 0 .6 0 ,
3880 DATA 0 .7 0 ,
3890 DATA 0 .8 0 ,
3900 DATA 1 .0 0 ,
,0 0 0 0 , .0 1 0 0 0 0
,0 0 1 0 , .002640
0039, .000720
,0065, .000300
0090, .000190
0 1 1 0 , .0 0 0 1 2 0
0140, .000080
0180, .000058
0 2 2 0 , .000045
0300, .000028
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APPENDIX L
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR WATERTABLE SIMULATION - METHOD II
134
135
10 §
20 t * *
30 1 * FLUCTUATING UATER TABLE MODEL 11 *
40 t * *
50 1
60 t * ( F i le  name : SPWT2) *
70 I * P re d ic ts  d a i ly  re sp o n se  o f  w ater ta b l e  to  r a i n f a l l  and e v a p o tra n sp i- *
80 / * r a t io n . *
90 t
100 '  DIMENSIONING OF VARIABLES
110 '
120 DIM JD(745),RF(745),ET(745),W T(745),JD Y(400),RFL(400),OW T(400)fPWT(400) 
130 DIM WTD(15),UPF(15),DVL(15),DH(400),AV(400)
140 DIM M $(15)fYR(15)fND(15),RD(15),PRMS(15)fDATS(15)
150 I s  0 : NT = 0
160 /************************************************************************
170 '  READING OF THE SOIL-WATER CHARACTERISTIC DATA
180 '  AND GENERAL INPUT DATA
190 '
200 FOR I I  = 1 TO 14
210 READ W TD(II),DVL(11),UPF(II)
220 NEXT II
230 FOR LLL = 1 TO 12
240 READ M$(LLL),YR(LLL),ND{LLL)I RD<LLL),PRM$(LLL),DAT$(LLL)
250 NEXT LLL 
260 '
270 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
280 '  ENTERING OF IMPORTANT SPECIFICATIONS OF THE SYSTEM
290 '
300 DD = 1
310 POR = .03
320 PRINT
330 INPUT "E n te r INITIAL WATER TABLE DEPTH (IWTD) (M) -->",IWTDS
340 INPUT "E n ter INITIAL MOISTURE DEFICIT INDEX (MD) --->",MD 
350 PRINT
360 INPUT "E n te r NUMBER OF MONTHS TO BE RUN (NM) ...............>",NM
370 INPUT "E n ter RESULT FILE NAME (SPWT2.yr) ........................>",RFIL$
380 PRINT
390 IWTD = IWTDS
400 ************************************************************************* 
410 * ENTERING IMPORTANT INFORMATIONS FOR THE PERIOD
420 '
430 FOR LLL = 1 TO NM 
440 M$ = M$(LLL)
450 YR = YR(LLL)
460 ND = ND(LLL)
470 RD = RD(LLL)
480 PRM1$ = PRMS(LLL)
490 DFILS = DATS(LLL)
500 PRINT
510 /************************************************************************
520 '  INPUTTING THE PARAMETERS OF THE MONTH
530 '
540 OPEN PRM1S FOR INPUT AS #1 
550 INPUT#1,XS 
560 INPUT#1,ALD,CFD 
570 CLOSE
580 *************************************************************************
590 '  INPUTTING THE DATA SET
600 '
610 N = 24 * ND
620 OPEN DFILS FOR INPUT AS #2 
630 INPUT#2,X$,XS 
640 CLS 
650 PRINT
660 PRINT 
670 PRINT 
680 PRINT 
690 PRINT 
700 PRINT 
710 PRINT "
720 PRINT 
730 PRINT 
740 PRINT 
750 PRINT »
760 FOR I I I  = 1 TO N
770 IN P U T # 2 ,JD (III> ,X ,R F (III),E T (III),W T (III) 
780 NEXT I I I  
790 CLOSE 
800 CIS
810 /****************************************
INPUTTING MONTHLY DATA f o r  ";M$;YR
For MODEL I I "
820 '
830 '
840 
850 
860 
870 
880 ****** 
890 '
900 '
910 '
920 ******
930 CLS 
940 PRINT 
950 PRINT 
960 PRINT 
970 PRINT 
980 PRINT 
990 PRINT 
1000 PRINT 
1010 PRINT 
1020 PRINT 
1030 PRINT 
1040 PRINT 
1050 
1060 
1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 
1140 
1150 
1160 
1170
MAIN P R O G R A M
M = 0
UTDO = IWTD 
AD = L * S 
ALH = ALD/24
CONVENTIONAL DRAINAGE
A'*******************'****
RUNNING: ";M$;YR;» under CONVENTIONAL DRAINAGE"
MODEL I I "
1 = 1 + 1 
NT = NT + 1 
I I I  = M
HWTO = DD - UTDO 
IF HWTO > 0 GOTO 1120 
GOTO 1520
THE INITIAL WATER TABLE IS ABOVE THE DRAIN.
GOSUB 2530 
IF RCH > 0 GOTO 1430
'  (DAY WITHOUT RECHARGE)
MCD = -1 * RCH 
1180 WTDO = DD - HWTO
1190 WTDF = WTDO - RD
1200 IF WTDF < 0 GOTO 1220
1210 GOTO 1230
1220 WTDF = 0
1230 GOSUB 2630 
1240 UPFD = 24 * UPFO
1250 DFT = UPFD - MCD
1260 IF DFT < 0 GOTO 1290
1270 MD = 1
1280 GOTO 1310
1290 DF = 100 * (MCD - UPFD)
1300 MD = MD + DF
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2610 RETURN
2620 1***********************************************************************
2630 '  SUBROUTINE J :  INTERPOLATES THE UPUARD FLUX FOR A GIVEN UATER TABLE DEPTH. 
2640 '
2650 '
2660 K -  0
2670 K * K + 1
2680 DFC = UTD(K) - WTDF
2690 IF DFC * 0 GOTO 2740
2700 IF DFC < 0 GOTO 2670
2710 J s  K - 1
2720 X = «UPF(K)-UPF(J))*DFC)/(UTD(K)-WTD(J))
2730 GOTO 2750
2740 X = 0
2750 UPFO = UPF(K) - X
2760 RETURN
2770 '****************************************-******************************* 
2780 '  SUBROUTINE K: INTERPOLATES THE DRAINED VOLUME FOR A GIVEN UATER TABLE 
2790 '  DEPTH.
2800 '
2810 '
2820 LL = 0
2830 LL = LL + 1
2840 DFC = WTD(LL) - UTDO
2850 IF DFC = 0 GOTO 2900
2860 IF DFC < 0 GOTO 2830
2870 J = LL - 1
2880 V = <<DVL(LL)-DVL(J»*DFC>/(UTD(LL>-WTD(J))
2890 GOTO 2910
2900 V = 0
2910 DVLO = DVL(LL) - V
2920 RETURN
2930 '************************************************************************ 
2940 '  SUBROUTINE L: INTERPOLATES THE WATER TABLE DEPTH FOR A GIVEN DRAINED 
2950 ' VOLUME.
2960 '
2970 KK = 0
2980 KK = KK + 1
2990 DFC = DVL(KK) - DVLO
3000 IF DFC = 0 GOTO 3050
3010 IF DFC < 0 GOTO 2980
3020 J = KK - 1
3030 Z = ((UTD(KK) - UTD(J)) * DFC)/(DVL(KK) - DVL<J>>
3040 GOTO 3060
3050 Z = 0
3060 UTDX = UTD(KK) - Z
3070 RETURN
3080 '************************************************************************ 
3090 'SUBROUTINE M : COMPUTES THE HOURLY RISE OF THE WATER TABLE FOR THE DAY
3100 • UHEN THE WATER TABLE SHIFTS FROM BELOW THE DRAIN TO ABOVE
3110 '  THE DRAIN OR VICE-VERSA.
3120 '
3130 NH = 0 : I I I  = M
3140 ALH = ALD/24
3150 I I I  = I I I  + 1
3160 NH = NH + 1
3170 HWTO = DD - WTDO
3180 IF HWTO > 0 GOTO 3200 
3190 GOTO 3520
3200 '  THE INITIAL WATER TABLE IS ABOVE THE DRAIN.
3210 WTDO = DD - HWTO
3220 IF R F (I I I )  > 0 GOTO 3240
3230 GOTO 3310
3240 '  (HOUR WITH RAINFALL)
3250 DE = 1 - EXP(-ALH)
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APPENDIX M
INITIAL WATERTABLE DEPTHS, "DRY DAYS" AND MOISTURE DEFICIT 
AS INPUTS IN DAILY WATERTABLE SIMULATIONS
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Table 12. Initial WT depths, "dry days" and moisture deficit 
for each test period.
INITIAL WT METHOD I METHOD II
YEAR ________  _________
DEPTH (M) DRY MOISTURE
DAYS DEFICIT
1981 1.000 1.00 1.00
1982 0.355 1.00 1.00
1983 0.308 1.00 1.00
1984 0.861 5.00 1.06
1985 0.856 1.00 1.00
1986 0.794 1.00 1.00
1987 0.801 10.00 1.44
APPENDIX N
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR FIXED WEIR (FXW) WATERTABLE 
CONTROL SIMULATION
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INPUTTING THE DATA SET
660 *********************
670 '
680 '
690 N = 24 * ND
700 OPEN DFILS FOR INPUT AS #2 
710 INPUT#2,X$,X*
720 CLS 
730 PRINT 
740 PRINT 
750 PRINT 
760 PRINT 
770 PRINT
780 PRINT " INPUTTING MONTHLY DATA FOR n;M$;YR
790 FOR I I I  = 1 TO N
800 INPUT#2( J D ( I I I ) (Xt R F ( I I I ) l E T (III) ,H U T (III)
810 NEXT I I I  
820 CLOSE 
830 CLS
840 ****************************************************************
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
MAIN
M=0
UTDO = IUTD 
USDO = ISWD 
AD = L * S * NDR 
ALH = ALD/24
P R O G R A M
920 IF CN = 0 GOTO 2890
930 .*******************
940 '
950 '
960 '
970 /*******************
FIXED WEIR MODE OF CONTROL
980 CLS 
990 PRINT 
1000 PRINT 
1010 PRINT 
1020 PRINT 
1030 PRINT 
1040 PRINT " 
1050 
1060 
1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 '
1110 
1120 
1130 '
1140 GOSUB 5450 
1150 GOSUB 6690 
1160 '
IRRD 
I = 
NT = 
ST = : 
I I I  =
RUNNING: ";M$;YR;" UNDER FIXED WEIR MODE OF CONTROL"
= 0 
I + 1 
NT + 1
+ 1
HUTO = 
HSUO =
DD
DD
UTDO
USDO
1170 '  
1180 '  
1190 '  
1200 
1210 
1220 
1230 
1240 
1250 
1260 
1270 
1280 
1290 
1300
MONITORING OF THE UATER TABLE AND THE SUMP UATER 
BY THREE MINUTES WITHIN THE HOUR.
I l l  = M
HC=0 : RFD=0 : IRRH = 0
I I I  = 1 1 1 + 1
HC = HC + 1
RFD = RFD + R F (II I)
IF RFC 111) > 0 GOTO 1320 
GOSUB 3160
USDO = USD1 
UTDO = UTD1 
CWDO = UD 
GOTO 1370
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
SUD = 100*PWT(I) - 30 
IF SUD < 0 GOTO 1530 
GOTO 1550
GOSUB 4540
IRRH = IRRH + IRR3 
IF HC < 24 GOTO 1220 
M = M + 24 
IRRD = IRRD + IRRH 
JOY = JD(M)
SWD = -1 * SUD 
SEU30 = SEU30 + SUD 
UTDT = UTDT + 100*PUT(I) 
CUDT = CUDT + 100*CUD(I) 
IRRS = IRRS + 1000*IRRD
JOY(I) = JDY 
RFL(I) = RFD 
USD(I) = USDO 
PUT( I ) = UTDO 
CUD(I) = CUDO
USDO = USD1 
UTDO = UTD1 
CUDO = UD
1580 '
1590 IF JDY Cl) = LD GOTO 2010
1600 IF M < N GOTO 1050
1610  ************************************************************************ 
1620 PRINT
1630 IUTD = UTDO
1640 ISUD = USDO
1650 PRINT 
1660 NEXT KKK
1670 '*********************************************************************** 
1680 CLS
1690 '  CONVERSIONS OF UNITS
1700 FOR I = 1 TO NT
1710 CUDO) = - 100 * CUDO)
1720 PUTO) = - 100 * PUTO)
1730 USDO) = - 100 * USDO)
1740 RFL(I) = 1000 * RFL(I)
1750 NEXT I
1760 UTA = -1*(UTDT/ST)
1770 CUA = -1*(CUDT/ST)
1780 '*********************************************************************** 
1790 '  FILING OF RESULTS
1800 PRINT
1810 OPEN RFILS FOR OUTPUT AS #1
1820 FOR 1 = 1 TO NT
1830 PRINT#1, USING "###";JD Y (I);
1840 PRINT#1, USING " #### .###";R FL O );
1850 PRINT#1, USING « #### .###» ;CUDO);
1860 PRINT#1, USING ####.###»;U SD O );
1870 PRINT#1, USING 11 ####.###";PUTO )
1880 NEXT I 
1890 PRINT#1,
1900 PRINT#1, "IRRIG = ";IR R S;" MM"
1910 PRINT#1, "AVUTD = ";UTA;" CM"
1920 PRINT#1, "AVCUL = ";CUA;" CM"
1930 PRINT#1, "SEU30 = ";SEU30;"CM-DAY"
1940 '***********************************************************************
1950 GOTO 7270
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1960
1970 t
1980 • CONVENTIONAL DRAINAGE
1990 t
2000
2010  CLS
2020 PRINT
2030 PRINT
2040 PRINT
2050 PRINT
2060  PRINT
2070  PRINT "  RUNNING: ";M $;Y R ;" UNDER CONVENTIONAL DRAINAGE1
2080 1 = 1 + 1
2090 NT = NT + 1
2100 I I I  = N
2110 HWTO = DD -  UTDO
2120 IF HUTO > 0  GOTO 2150
2130 GOTO 2450
2140 i
2150 '  THE INITIAL WATER TABLE IS  ABOVE THE DRAIN.
2160 ■
2170 GOSUB 5450
2180 GOSUB 6690
2190 IF RCH > 0  GOTO 2380
2200 '  (DAY WITHOUT RECHARGE)
2210 MCD = -1 * RCH
2220 UTDO = DD - HWTO
2230 GOSUB 6880
2240 GOSUB 5550
2250 UPFD = 24 *  UPFO
2260 IF MCD < UPFD GOTO 2280
2270 MCD = UPFD
2280 GOSUB 5700
2290 DVL1 = DVLO + MCD
2300 DVLO = DVL1
2310 GOSUB 5860
2320 HWTX = DD - WTDX
2330 IF  HWTX < 0  GOTO 2360
2340 HWT1 = HWTX * EXP(-ALD)
2350 GOTO 2770
2360 GOSUB 6010
2370 GOTO 2770
2380 '  (DAY WITH RECHARGE)
2390 DE = 1 - EXP(-ALD)
2400 HWT1 = HWTO * EXP(-ALD) + (RCH*CFD*RPD*DE)/(.8*P0R*ALD)
2410 IF  HWT1 < DD GOTO 2430
2420 HWT1 = DD
2430 GOTO 2770
2440 8
2450 • THE INITIAL WATER TA8LE IS BELOW THE DRAIN.
2460 8
2470 GOSUB 5450
2480 GOSUB 6690
2490 IF RCH > 0  GOTO 2640
2500 '  (DAY WITHOUT RECHARGE)
2510 MCD = -1 * RCH
2520 UTDO = DD - HWTO
2530 GOSUB 6880
2540 GOSUB 5550
2550 UPFD = 24 * UPFO
2560 IF MCD < UPFD GOTO 2580
2570 MCD = UPFD
2580 GOSUB 5700
2590 DVL1 = DVLO + MCD
2600 DVLO = DVL1
2610
2620
2630
2640 '
2650
2660
2670
2680
2690
2700
2710
2720
2730
2740
2750
2760
2770
2780
2790 '
2800
2810
2820
2830
2840
2850
2860
2870 •'
2880 '
2890 '
2900 '
2910
2920 '
2930
2940
2950
2960 '
2970
2980
2990 '
3000
3010
3020
3030
3040
3050 '
3060
3070
3080
3090
3100
3110 '
3120
3130
3140
3150 '<
3160 '
3170 '
3180 '
3190
3200
3210
3220
3230 '
3240
3250 '
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GOSUB 5860
HWT1 = DD - UTDX 
GOTO 2770
(DAY UITH RECHARGE)
UTDO = DD - HUTO 
GOSUB 5700
DVL1 = DVLO - (CFD * RPD * RCH)
DVLO = DVL1 
IF DVLO > 0 GOTO 2710 
DVLO = 0 
GOSUB 5860
HWTX = DD - UTDX 
IF HUTX > 0 GOTO 2760 
HUT1 = HUTX 
GOTO 2770 
GOSUB 6010
UTDO = DD - HUT1 
H = M + 24
JDY(I) = JD(M)
RFL(I) = RFD 
USD(I) = DD 
CUD(I) = DD 
PUT( I ) = UTDO 
IF M < N GOTO 2080 
GOTO 1610
OBSERVED UATER TABLE
1 = 1 + 1 
NT = NT + 1 
I I I  = M
GOSUB 5450 
GOSUB 6690
M = M + 24 
JDY = JD(M)
UTDO = DD - HUT(M) 
USDO = DD 
CUDO = DD
JDY( I ) = JDY 
RFL(I) = RFD 
CUDO ) = CUDO 
USDO) = USDO 
PUTO) = UTDO
SEU30 = 0 : IRRS = 0 
IF JDY = (FD-1) GOTO 980 
GOTO 2930
SUBROUTINE : CALCULATES THE UATER TABLE AND THE SUMP UATER DEPTHS 
DURING SUBIRRIGATION FOR AN HOUR UITHOUT RAINFALL.
N3 = 0 : IRR3 = 0 
ETD3 = .05 * E T (III )
N3 = N3 + 1 
ALH = ALD/24
IF UTDO < CUTD GOTO 3320
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3910 '
3920 GOSUB 6880
3930 GOSUB 5550
3940 UPF3 = .05  * UPFO
3950 IF ETD3 < UPF3 GOTO 3970
3960 ETD3 = UPF3
3970 GOSUB 5700
3980 DVL3 = DVLO + ETD3
3990 DVLO = DVL3
4000 GOSUB 5860
4010 IF USDO > UTDX GOTO 4060
4020 USD3 = USDO
4030 UTD3 = USD3
4040 GOTO 4460
4050 '
4060 HUE3 = USDO - UTDX
4070 HUF3 = HUE3 * EXP(-ALH
4080 HUTA = (HUE3 + HUF3)/2
4090 QFA = . 8  * POR * ALH *
4100 DV = QFA * .05
4110 DS3 = DV/AS
4120 USD3 = USDO - DS3
4130 UTD3 = USDO - HUTA
4140 IF USD3 < UD GOTO 4160
4150 GOTO 4170
4160 USD3 = UD
4170 DH3 = USD3 - UTD3
4180 IF DH3 > .0001 GOTO 4200
4190 USD3 = UTD3
4200 GOTO 4460
4210 '
4220 '
4230 '
4240 GOSUB 6880
4250 GOSUB 5550
4260 UPF3 = .05 * UPFO
4270 IF ETD3 < UPF3 GOTO 4290
4280 ETD3 = UPF3
4290 GOSUB 5700
4300 DVL3 = DVLO + ETD3
4310 DVLO = DVL3
4320 GOSUB 5860
4330 IF UTDX < UD GOTO 4370
4340 USD3 = UTDX
4350 UTD3 = USD3
4360 GOTO 4460
4370 HUE3 = UD - UTDX
4380 HUF3 = HUE3 * EXP(-ALH
4390 IF HUF3 > .0001 GOTO 4430
4400 USD3 = UD
4410 UTD3 = USD3
4420 GOTO 4460
4430 USD3 = UD
4440 UTD3 * UD - HUF3
4450 '
4460 USDO = USD3
4470 UTDO = UTD3
4480 IF N3 < 20 GOTO 3210
4490 '
4500 USD1 = USD3
4510 UTD1 = UTD3
4520 RETURN
4530 ************************************************************************
4540 '  SUBROUTINE : CALCULATES THE UATER TABLE AND THE SUMP UATER DEPTHS 
4550 '  OURING SUBIRRIGATION FOR AN HOUR UITH RAINFALL.
152
4560 '
4570 N3 -  0 : IRR3 = 0
4580 RFL3 = .05  * R F (II I )
4590 N3 = N3 + 1
4600 ALH = ALD/24
4610 IF UTDO < CWTD GOTO 4680
4620 '
4630 IRV = AS * (USDO • UD)
4640 IRD = IRV/AD
4650 IRR3 = IRR3 + IRD
4660 USDO = UD
4670 '
4680 DSU = DD • USDO
4690 ALH = (ALH/EQD) * (EQD + DSU)
4700 RCH3 = RFL3 * CFD * RPD
4710 IF USDO = UTDO GOTO 4730
4720 GOTO 4950
4730 IF USDO > UD GOTO 4820
4740 '
4750 '
4760 '
4770 HUR3 = (RCH3 * <1-EXP<- ALH*.0 5 ) ) > / ' .8*P0R*ALH*.0 5 )
4780 USD3 = UD
4790 UTD3 = UD - HUR3
4800 GOTO 5330
4810 '
4820 '
4830 '
4840 HUR3 = (RCH3 * (1-EXP(-ALH*.05)))/(.8*POR*ALH*.05)
4850 QFA = . 8  * POR * ALH * (HUR3/2) * AD
4860 DV = QFA * .05
4870 DS3 = DV/AS
4880 USD3 = USDO - DS3
4890 IF USD3 < UD GOTO 4910
4900 GOTO 4920
4910 USD3 = UD
4920 UTD3 = USD3 - HUR3
4930 GOTO 5330
4940 '
4950 IF USDO < UTDO GOTO 5240
4960 IF USDO > UD GOTO 5060
4970 '
4980 '
4990 '
5000 HUTI = UD - UTDO
5010 HUR3 = HUTI*EXP(-ALH*.0 5 ) + (RCH3*(1-EXP(-ALH*.05))/(.8*POR*ALH*.05))
5020 USD3 = UD
5030 UTD3 = UD - HUR3
5040 GOTO 5330
5050 '
5060 '
5070 '
5080 '
5090 HUTI a USDO - UTDO
5100 HUR3 = HUTI*EXP(-ALH*.05) + (RCH3*(1-EXP(-ALH*.05))/(.8*POR*ALH*.05))
5110 HUTA = (HUTI + HUR3)/2
5120 OFA = . 8  * POR * ALH * HUTA * AD
5130 DV = QFA * .05
5140 DS3 a DV/AS
5150 USD3 = USDO - DS3
5160 IF USD3 < UD GOTO 5180
5170 GOTO 5190
5180 USD3 a UD
5190 UTD3 = USD3 - HUR3
5200 GOTO 5330
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5860 '  SUBROUTINE : INTERPOLATES THE UATER TABLE DEPTH FOR A GIVEN DRAINED 
5870 '  VOLUME.
5880 '
5890 KK = 0
5900 KK = KK + 1
5910 DFC = DVL(KK) - DVLO
5920 IF DFC = 0 GOTO 5970
5930 IF DFC < 0 GOTO 5900
5940 J = KK - 1
5950 Z = ((UTD(KK) - WTD(J)) * DFC)/(DVL(KK) - DVL(J))
5960 GOTO 5980
5970 Z = 0
5980 UTDX = UTD(KK) - Z
5990 RETURN
6000 *************************************************************************
6010 'SUBROUTINE : COMPUTES THE HOURLY RISE OF THE UATER TABLE FOR THE DAY
6020 '  UHEN THE UATER TABLE SHIFTS FROM BELOU THE DRAIN TO ABOVE
6030 '  THE DRAIN OR VICE-VERSA.
6040 '
6050 NH = 0 : I I I  = M
6060 ALH = ALD/24
6070 I I I  = I I I  + 1
6080 NH = NH + 1
6090 HUTO = DD - UTDO
6100 IF HUTO > 0 GOTO 6120
6110 GOTO 6400
6120 '  THE INITIAL UATER TABLE IS ABOVE THE DRAIN.
6130 UTDO = DD - HUTO
6140 IF R F (II I )  > 0 GOTO 6160
6150 GOTO 6220
6160 '  (HOUR UITH RAINFALL)
6170 DE = 1 - EXP(-ALH)
6180 HUT1 = HUTO*EXP(-ALH) + (CFD*RPD*DE*RF(III)) /  ( . 8*POR*ALH>
6190 IF HUT1 < DD GOTO 6210
6200 HUT1 = DD
6210 GOTO 6640
6220 '  (HOUR UITHOUT RAINFALL)
6230 ETH = E T (II I )
6240 GOSUB 6880
6250 GOSUB 5550
6260 IF ETH < UPFO GOTO 6280
6270 ETH = UPFO
6280 GOSUB 5700
6290 DVL1 = DVLO + ETH
6300 DVLO = DVL1
6310 GOSUB 5860
6320 HUTX = DD - UTDX
6330 IF HUTX > 0 GOTO 6360
6340 HUT1 = HUTX
6350 GOTO 6640
6360 HUT1 = HUTX * EXP(-ALH)
6370 IF HUT1 >.01 GOTO 6390
6380 HUT1 = 0
6390 GOTO 6640
6400 '  THE INITIAL UATER TABLE IS BELOU THE DRAIN.
6410 UTDO = DD - HUTO
6420 IF RFC I I I )  > 0 GOTO 6440
6430 GOTO 6530
6440 '  (HOUR UITH RAINFALL)
6450 GOSUB 5700
6460 DVL1 = DVLO - (CFD * RPD * R F ( I I I ) )
6470 DVLO = DVL1
6480 IF DVLO > 0 GOTO 6500
6490 DVLO = 0
6500 GOSUB 5860
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6510 HUT1 = DD - UTDX
6520 GOTO 6640
6530 '  (HOUR UITHOUT RAINFALL)
6540 ETH = E T ( II I )
6550 GOSUB 6880
6560 GOSUB 5550
6570 IF ETH < UPFO GOTO 6590
6580 ETH = UPFO
6590 GOSUB 5700
6600 DVL1 = DVLO + ETH
6610 DVLO = DVL1
6620 GOSUB 5860
6630 HUT1 -  DD - UTDX
6640 IF NH = 24 GOTO 6670
6650 UTDO = DD - HUT1
6660 GOTO 6070
6670 RETURN
££30 /************************************************************************
6690 'SUBROUTINE : COMPUTES MOISTURE DEFICIT INDEX.
6700 IF RCH >  0 GOTO 6830
6710 '  (DAY UITHOUT RECHARGE)
6720 MCD = -1 * RCH
6730 GOSUB 6880
6740 GOSUB 5550
6750 UPFD = 24 * UPFO
6760 DFT = UPFD - MCD
6770 IF DFT < 0 GOTO 6800
6780 MD = 1
6790 GOTO 6850
6800 DF = 100 * (MCD - UPFD)
6810 MD = MD + DF
6820 GOTO 6850
6830 '  (DAY UITH RECHARGE)
6840 MD = 1
6850 RPD = 1 /  MD
6860 RETURN
5870 **************************************************************************
6880 'SUBROUTINE 0 : CORRECTION FOR ROOT DEPTH
6890 UTDF -  UTDO - 
6900 IF UTDF < 0 GOTO 6920 
6910 GOTO 6930 
6920 UTDF = 0 
6930 RETURN
6940 *************************
RD
6950 '  
6960 '  
6970 ' **•*  SOIL-UATER CHARACTERISTIC DATA ****
6980 '  
6990 '  
7000 ' UATER TABLE DEPTH ; DRAINABLE VOLUME ; UPUARD FLUX
7010 ' (M) (M) (M/HR)
7020 '  
7030 DATA 0 . 0 0 , . 0 0 0 0 , .0 1 0 0 0 0
7040 DATA 0 . 1 0 , . 0 0 1 0 , .002640
7050 DATA 0 . 2 0 , .0039 , .000720
7060 DATA 0 .3 0 , .0065, .000300
7070 DATA 0 .4 0 , .0090, .000190
7080 DATA 0 .5 0 , . 0 1 1 0 , .0 0 0 1 2 0
7090 DATA 0 .6 0 , .0140, .000080
7100 DATA 0 .7 0 , .0180, .000058
7110 DATA 0 .8 0 , . 0 2 2 0 , .000045
7120 DATA 1 . 0 0 , .0300, .000028
7130 DATA 1 . 2 0 , .0450, .0 0 0 0 1 0
7140 DATA 1.6 0 , .0800, .0 0 0 0 0 0
7150 DATA 2 . 0 0 , . 1 2 2 0 , .0 0 0 0 0 0
7160 DATA 5 .0 0 , .5000 , .000000
7170 '
7180 * GENERAL INPUT DATA
7190 DATA '’APR", 8 1 ,3 0 , .  12, "MPRMD2. APR", "ETPH81 .APR", 0 
7200 DATA ,,MAY",81,31,.25,"MPRMD2.MAY",,'ETPH81.MAY",1 
7210 DATA " JUN",8 1 ,3 0 , .3 0 ,"MPRMD2. JUN", "ETPH81. JUN",1 
7220 DATA "JU L",8 1 ,3 1 , .30,»MPRMD2.JUL,,,"ETPH81.JUL",1 
7230 DATA "AUG",8 1 ,3 1 , .1 5 , ,,MPRHD2.AUG","ETPH81.AUG",1 
7240 •
7250 /*****************************************************<
7260 •
7270 CLS 
7280 SYSTEM 
7290 END
APPENDIX 0
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CONTROLLED WEIR LEVEL (CWL) WATERTABLE
CONTROL SIMULATION
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10 * ************************************************************************ 
20 ' * * 
30 '  * CONTROLLED WEIR LEVEL UATER TABLE MANAGEMENT MODEL *
40 '  * *
50 * ************************************************************************ 
60 * * ( F i l e  name : UTMCWL) *
70 '  * WEIR IS SET AT . 6M BELOU THE GROUND SURFACE. THE DRAIN OUTLET *
flO '  * IS OPENED UHEN THE INITIAL UT DEPTH IS LESS THAN .3M AND CLOSED *
90 • *  UHEN THE INITIAL UT DEPTH IS GREATER THAN . 6M. *
100 '* * 
110 9 ************************************************************************ 
120 '  DIMENSIONING VARIABLES
130 '
140 DIM JD (745)fRF<745)f ET(745),HUT(745),JDY<400),RFL(400)
150 DIM UTD(15>,UPF<15),DVL<15),CUD(4Q0),USD(400),PUT(400)
160 1=0 : NT=0 ; ST = 0 : IRRS = 0 : SEU30 = 0 : UTDT = 0 : CUDT = 0
170 PRINT
180 INPUT "E n te r NUMBER OF MONTHS TO BE RUN (NM) ...............>",NM
190 PRINT
200 '************************************************************************
210 '  READING THE SOIL-UATER CHARACTERISTIC DATA
220 '
230 FOR II  = 1 TO 14
240 READ U T D (II),D V L (II)>U PF(II)
250 NEXT II
260 FOR LLL = 1 TO NM
270 READ MON$(LLL),YR(LLL><ND(LLL)t RD(LLL),PR$(LLL),DAT$(LLL)<MC(LLL)
280 NEXT LLL 
290 '
300 ************************************************************************* 
310 '  ENTERING IMPORTANT SPECIFICATIONS OF THE SYSTEM
320 '
330 DD = 1
340 D3 = .3
350 D6  = .6
360 UD = .6
370 EQD = .4
380 S = 20
390 L = 200
400 AS = 1 .44
410 NDR = 3
420 POR = .03
430 INPUT "E n te r FIRST DAY OF UATER TABLE CONTROL (FD) ->",FD 
440 INPUT "E n te r LAST DAY OF UATER TABLE CONTROL (LD) -->",LD 
450 PRINT
460 INPUT "E n te r INITIAL UATER TABLE DEPTH (IUTD) (M) -->",IUTDS
470 INPUT "E n te r CRITICAL UT DEPTH (CUTD) ( M ) ........>",CUTD
480 INPUT "E n te r INITIAL MOISTURE DEFICIT INDEX (MD) MD
490 PRINT
500 INPUT "E n te r OUTPUT FILE NAME (SCUL1.YR)........................>",RFIL$
510 ISUD = DD : IUTD = IUTDS
520 '***************************************1********************************* 
530 '  ENTERING IMPORTANT INFORMATIONS FOR THE PERIOD
540 '
550 FOR KICK = 1 TO NM 
560 MS = MONS(KKK)
570 YR = YR(KKK)
580 ND = ND(KKK)
590 RD = RD(KKK)
600 PRM1S = PRS(KKK)
610 DFILS = DATS(KKK)
620 CN = MC(KKK)
£30 *************************************************************************
640 '  INPUTTING THE PARAMETERS OF THE MONTH
650 '
159
660 OPEN PRM1S FOR INPUT AS #1 
670 INPUT01,X$
680 INPUT#1,ALD,CFD 
690 CLOSE
710 '  INPUTTING THE DATA SET
720 '
730 N = 24 * ND
740 OPEN DFILS FOR INPUT AS #2 
750 INPUT#2,X$,X$
760 CLS 
770 PRINT 
780 PRINT 
790 PRINT 
800 PRINT
810 PRINT " INPUTTING MONTHLY DATA FOR '';MS;YR
820 FOR I I I  = 1 TO N
830 INPUT#2>J D ( I I I ) t X>R F ( I I I ) (E T (III) ,H U T (III)
840 NEXT I I I  
850 CLOSE
860 CLS
870 /*****************************0*********************!
880 '  M A I N  P R O G R A M
890 '
900 M=0
910 WTDO = IWTD
920 USDO = ISWD
930 AD = L * S * NDR
940 ALH = ALD/24
950 IF CN = 0 GOTO 3190 
960 .****************.**********************************,
970 '
980 '  CONTROLLED WEIR LEVEL MODE
990 '
1000'**************************************************.
1010 CLS
1020 PRINT 
1030 PRINT 
1040 PRINT 
1050 PRINT 
1060 PRINT 
1070 PRINT 
1080 PRINT 
1090 PRINT
1100 PRINT " RUNNING: “ ;MS;YR;“ UNDER CONTROLLED WEIR LEVEL MODE"
1110 IRRD = 0
1120 1 = 1 + 1
1130 NT = NT + 1
1140 ST = ST + 1
1150 I I I  = M
1160 '
1170 HWTO = DD - WTDO
1180 HSUO = DD - USDO
1190 '
1200 GOSUB 5750 
1210 GOSUB 6970 
1220 '
1230 IF HWTO > (DD-D3) GOTO 1260
1240 GOTO 1330
1250 '
1260 '
1270 GOSUB 6310 
1280 UTDO = DD - HWT1
1290 USDO = DD
1300 CUDO = DD
160
1310 GOTO 1670
1320 '
1330 IF HUTO < (DD-D6 ) GOTO 1360
1340 GOTO 1390
1350 *
1360 '
1370 GOTO 1460
1380 '
1390 *
1400 IF USDO = 06 GOTO 1440
1410 '
1420 GOTO 1260
1430 '
1440 '
1450 '
1460 '
1470 '
1480 I I I  = H
1490 HC=0 : RFD=0 : IRRH = 0
1500 I I I  = 1 1 1 + 1
1510 HC = HC + 1
1520 RFD = RFD + R F (II I)
1530 IF RFC 111) > 0 GOTO 1600
1540 GOSUB 3460
1550 USDO = USD1
1560 UTDO = UTD1
1570 CUDO = UD
1580 GOTO 1650
1590 '
1600 GOSUB 4840
1610 USDO = USD1
1620 UTDO = UTD1
1630 CUDO = UD
1640 '
1650 IRRH = IRRH + IRR3
1660 IF HC < 24 GOTO 1500
1670 M = M + 24
1680 IRRD = IRRD + IRRH
1690 JDY = JD(M>
1700 '
1710 *
1720 JDY(I) = JDY
1730 RFL(I) = RFD
1740 USD(I) = USDO
1750 PUT( I ) = UTDO
1760 CUDO) = CUDO
1770 '
1780 SUD = 100*PUT(I) - 30
1790 IF SUD < 0 GOTO 1810
1800 GOTO 1830
1810 SUD = -1 * SUD
1820 SEU30 = SEU30 + SUD
1830 UTDT = UTDT + 100*PUT(I)
1840 CUDT = CUDT + 100*CUD(I)
1850 IRRS = IRRS + 1000*IRRD
1860 '
1870 IF JDY = LD GOTO 2290
1880 IF M < N GOTO 1110
1900 PRINT
1910 IUTD = UTDO
1920 ISUD = USDO
1930 PRINT
1940 NEXT KKK
1950 '*
161
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540
2550
2560
2570
2580
2590
2600
CLS
/
FOR I =
NEXT I
1 TO NT 
CWD(I) 
PUT( I ) 
USD(I) 
RFL(I)
CONVERSIONS OF UNITS
- 100 * CWD(I)
- 100 * PUT(I)
- 100 * USD(I)
1000 * RFL(I)
WTA = -1*(WTDT/ST) 
CWA = -1*(CWDT/ST)
'  FILING OF RESULTS
PRINT
OPEN RFILS FOR OUTPUT AS #1
FOR I = 1 TO NT
PRINT#1, USING ''###» ;JDY<I);
PRINT#1, USING 11 #### .###";R F L (I);
PRINT#1, USING 
PRINT#1, USING 
PRINT#1, USING 
NEXT I 
PRINT#1,
PRINT#1, "IRRIG = IRRS;" 
PRINT#1, "AVWTD = ";WTA;" 
PRINT#1, "AVCWL = ";CWA;"
“ ####.###“ ; USD{I >;
" ####.###";PWT(I)
MM"
CM"
CM"
PRINT#1, "SEW30 = ,,;SEW30;,,CM-DAY" 
/***********************************************************************
GOTO 7550
CLS
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
CONVENTIONAL DRAINAGE
RUNNING: ";M$;YR;" UNDER CONVENTIONAL DRAINAGE"
1 = 1 + 1 
NT = NT + 
I I I  = H 
HWTO = DD - WTDO
IF HUTO > 0 GOTO 2450 
GOTO 2750
THE INITIAL WATER TABLE IS ABOVE THE DRAIN.
GOSUB 5750 
GOSUB 6970 
IF RCH > 0 GOTO 2680
(DAY WITHOUT RECHARGE)
MCD = -1 * RCH 
WTDO = DD - HWTO 
GOSUB 7160 
GOSUB 5850
UPFD = 24 * UPFO 
IF MCD < UPFD GOTO 2580 
MCD = UPFD 
GOSUB 6000
DVL1 = DVLO + MCD 
DVLO = DVL1
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
2680 '
2690
2700
2710
2720
2730
2740 '
2750 '
2760 '
2770
2780
2790
2800 '
2810
2820
2830
2840
2850
2860
2870
2880
2890
2900
2910
2920
2930
2940 '
2950
2960
2970
2980
2990
3000
3010
3020
3030
3040
3050
3060
3070
3080
3090 '
3100
3110
3120
3130
3140
3150
3160
3170 '<
3180 '
3190 '
3200 '
3210 >*
3220 '
3230
3240
3250
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GOSUB 6160
HUTX = DD • UTDX 
IF HUTX < 0 GOTO 2660
HWT1 = HUTX * EXP(-ALD)
GOTO 3070 
GOSUB 6310 
GOTO 3070
(DAY UITH RECHARGE)
DE = 1 - EXP(-ALD)
HUT1 = HUTO * EXP(-ALO) + (RCH*CFD*RPD*DE)/<.8 *POR*ALD> 
IF HUT1 < DD GOTO 2730 
HUT1 = DD 
GOTO 3070
THE INITIAL UATER TABLE IS BELOU THE DRAIN.
GOSUB 5750 
GOSUB 6970 
IF RCH > 0 GOTO 2940
(DAY UITHOUT RECHARGE)
MCD = -1 * RCH 
UTDO = DD - HUTO 
GOSUB 7160 
GOSUB 5850
UPFD = 24 * UPFO 
IF MCD < UPFD GOTO 2880 
MCD = UPFD 
GOSUB 6000
DVL1 = DVLO + MCD 
DVLO = DVL1 
GOSUB 6160
HUT1 = DD - UTDX 
GOTO 3070
(DAY UITH RECHARGE)
UTDO = DD - HUTO 
GOSUB 6000
DVL1 = DVLO - (CFD * RPD * RCH)
DVLO = DVL1 
IF DVLO > 0 GOTO 3010 
DVLO = 0 
GOSUB 6160
HUTX = DD - UTDX 
IF HUTX > 0 GOTO 3060 
HUT1 = HUTX 
GOTO 3070 
GOSUB 6310
UTDO = DD - HUT1 
M = M + 24
JDY(I) = JD(M)
RFL(I) = RFD 
USD(I) = DD 
CUD(I) = DD 
PUT( I ) = UTDO 
IF M < N GOTO 2380 
GOTO 1890
BEFORE THE START OF UATER TABLE CONTROL
1 = 1 + 1
NT = NT + 1
I I I  = M
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3260 '
3270
3280
3290 '
3300
3310
3320
3330
3340
3350 '
3360
3370
3380
3390
3400
3410 '
3420
3430
3440
3450 '
3460 '
3470 '
3480 '
3490
3500
3510
3520
3530 '
3540
3550 '
3560 '
3570
3580
3590
3600
3610 '
3620
3630
3640
3650
3660 '
3670 '
3680 '
3690
3700
3710
3720
3730
3740
3750
3760
3770
3780
3790
3800
3810
3820
3830
3840
3850
3860
3870
3880
3890 '
3900
GOSUB 5750 
GOSUB 6970
M = M + 24 
JOY = JD(M)
UTDO = DD - HUT(M) 
USDO = DD 
CUDO = DD
JDY(I) = JDY 
R FL(l) = RFD 
CUDO ) = CUDO 
USDO) = USDO 
PUT(I) = UTDO
SEU30 -  0 : IRRS = 0 
IF JDY = (FD-1) GOTO 1010 
GOTO 3230
SUBROUTINE : CALCULATES THE UATER TABLE AND THE SUMP UATER DEPTHS 
DURING SUBIRRIGATION FOR AN HOUR UITHOUT RAINFALL.
N3 = 0 : IRR3 = 0 
ETD3 = .05 * E T (II I )
N3 = N3 + 1 
ALH = ALD/24
IF UTDO < CUTD GOTO 3620
IRV s  AS * (USDO - UD>
1RD = IRV/AD 
IRR3 = IRR3 + IRD 
USDO = UD
DSU = DD - USDO 
ALH = (ALH/EQD) * (EQD + DSU) 
IF USDO = UTDO GOTO 3670 
GOTO 3900
IF ETD3 = 0 GOTO 3710 
GOTO 3740
UTD3 = UTDO 
USD3 = USDO 
GOTO 4760 
GOSUB 7160 
GOSUB 5850
UPF3 = .05 * UPFO 
IF ETD3 < UPF3 GOTO 3790 
ETD3 = UPF3 
GOSUB 6000
DVL3 = DVLO + ETD3 
DVLO = DVL3 
GOSUB 6160
HUR3 = UTDX - USDO 
DV3 = ETD3*AD 
DS3 = DV3/AS 
USD3 = USDO + DS3 
UTD3 = USD3 + HUR3 
GOTO 4760
IF USDO < UTDO GOTO 3930
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3910 GOTO 4180
3920 '
3930 '
3940 '
3950 GOSUB 7160
3960 GOSUB 5850
3970 UPF3 S .05 * UPFO
3980 IF ETD3 < UPF3 GOTO 4000
3990 ETD3 a UPF3
4000 GOSUB 6000
4010 DVL3 = DVLO + ETD3
4020 DVLO a  DVL3
4030 GOSUB 6160
4040 HUTO a WTDO - WSDO
4050 HWTZ a WTDX - WSDO
4060 HWTD = HWTO * EXP(-ALH*.05)
4070 HWTA = (HWTZ + HWTD)/2
4080 QFA a .8  * POR * ALH * HWTA *
4090 DV a QFA * .05
4100 DS3 a DV/AS
4110 WSD3 = WSDO + DS3
4120 WTD3 a WSDO + HWTA
4130 DH3 a WTD3 - WSD3
4140 IF DH3 > .0001 GOTO 4160
4150 WSD3 a WTD3
4160 GOTO 4760
4170 '
4180 IF WSDO a WD GOTO 4520
4190 '
4200 '
4210 '
4220 GOSUB 7160
4230 GOSUB 5850
4240 UPF3 = .05 * UPFO
4250 IF ETD3 < UPF3 GOTO 4270
4260 ETD3 a UPF3
4270 GOSUB 6000
4280 DVL3 a DVLO + ETD3
4290 DVLO a DVL3
4300 GOSUB 6160
4310 IF WSDO > WTDX GOTO 4360
4320 WSD3 a  WSDO
4330 WTD3 a WSD3
4340 GOTO 4760
4350 '
4360 HWE3 a WSDO - WTDX
4370 HWF3 = HWE3 * EXP(-ALH * .0 5 )
4380 HWTA a (HUE3 + HWF3)/2
4390 QFA = .8  * POR * ALH * HWTA *
4400 DV a QFA * .05
4410 DS3 = DV/AS
4420 WSD3 a WSDO - DS3
4430 WTD3 a WSDO - HWTA
4440 IF WSD3 < WD GOTO 4460
4450 GOTO 4470
4460 WSD3 a WD
4470 DH3 = WSD3 - WTD3
4480 IF DH3 > .0001 GOTO 4500
4490 WSD3 a WTD3
4500 GOTO 4760
4510 '
4520 '
4530 '
4540 GOSUB 7160
4550 GOSUB 5850
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6510 ETH = E T ( III )
6520 GOSUB 7160
6530 GOSUB 5850
6540 IF ETH < UPFO GOTO 6560
6550 ETH = UPFO
6560 GOSUB 6000
6570 DVL1 = DVLO + ETH
6580 DVLO = DVL1
6590 GOSUB 6160
6600 HUTX = DD - UTDX
6610 IF HUTX > 0 GOTO 6640
6620 HUT1 = HUTX
6630 GOTO 6920
6640 HUT1 = HUTX * EXP(-ALH)
6650 IF HUT1 >.01 GOTO 6670
6660 HUT1 = 0
6670 GOTO 6920
6680 '  THE INITIAL UATER TABLE IS BELOU THE DRAIN.
6690 UTDO = DD -  HUTO
6700 IF R F (I I I )  > 0 GOTO 6720
6710 GOTO 6810
6720 '  (HOUR UITH RAINFALL)
6730 GOSUB 6000
6740 DVL1 = DVLO - (CFD * RPD * R F ( I I I ) )
6750 DVLO = DVL1
6760 IF DVLO > 0 GOTO 6780
6770 DVLO = 0
6780 GOSUB 6160 
6790 HUT1 = DD - UTDX
6800 GOTO 6920
6810 '  (HOUR UITHOUT RAINFALL)
6820 ETH = E T (II I )
6830 GOSUB 7160
6840 GOSUB 5850
6850 IF ETH < UPFO GOTO 6870
6860 ETH = UPFO
6870 GOSUB 6000
6880 DVL1 = DVLO + ETH
6890 DVLO = DVL1
6900 GOSUB 6160
6910 HUT1 = DD - UTDX
6920 IF NH = 24 GOTO 6950
6930 UTDO = DD - HUT1
6940 GOTO 6350
6950 RETURN
6960 ************************************************************************* 
6970 'SUBROUTINE : COMPUTES MOISTURE DEFICIT INDEX.
6980 IF RCH > 0 GOTO 7110
6990 '  (DAY UITHOUT RECHARGE)
7000 MCD = -1 * RCH
7010 GOSUB 7160
7020 GOSUB 5850
7030 UPFD = 24 * UPFO
7040 DFT = UPFD - MCD
7050 IF DFT < 0 GOTO 7080
7060 MD = 1
7070 GOTO 7130
7080 DF = 100 * (MCD - UPFD)
7090 MD = MD + DF
7100 GOTO 7130
7110 '  (DAY UITH RECHARGE)
7120 MD = 1
7130 RPD = 1 /  MD
7140 RETURN
7150 »************************************************************************,
7160 'SUBROUTINE 0  : CORRECTION FOR ROOT DEPTH
7170 WTDF -  WTDO - RD
7180 IF WTDF < 0 GOTO 7200
7190 GOTO 7210
7200 WTDF = 0
7210 RETURN
7220
7230 i
7240 i
7250 i **** SOIL-WATER CHARACTERISTIC DATA
7260 i
7270 i
7280 # WATER TABLE DEPTH ; DRAINABLE VOLUME ; UPWARD FLUX
7290 f (M) (M) (M/HR)
7300 i
7310 DATA 0 .0 0 ,  .0 0 0 0 , .010000
7320 DATA 0 .1 0 ,  .0 0 1 0 , .002640
7330 DATA 0 .2 0 ,  .0 0 3 9 , .000720
7340 DATA 0 .3 0 ,  .0 0 6 5 , .000300
7350 DATA 0 .4 0 ,  .0 0 9 0 , .000190
7360 DATA 0 .5 0 ,  .0 1 1 0 , .000120
7370 DATA 0 .6 0 ,  .0 1 4 0 , .000080
7380 DATA 0 .7 0 ,  .0 1 8 0 , .000058
7390 DATA 0 .8 0 ,  .0 2 2 0 , .000045
7400 DATA 1 .0 0 ,  .0 3 0 0 , .000028
7410 DATA 1 .2 0 ,  .0 4 5 0 , .000010
7420 DATA 1 .6 0 ,  .0 8 0 0 , .000000
7430 DATA 2 .0 0 ,  .1 2 2 0 , .000000
7440 DATA 5 .0 0 ,  .5 0 0 0 , .000000
7450 i
7460 i GENERAL INPUT DATA
7470 DATA "APR", 8 1 , 3 0 , . 1 2 , "MPRMD2. APR", "ETPH81. APR", 0
7480 DATA "MAY", 8 1 ,3 1 , . 2 5 , "MPRMD2. MAY", "ETPH81.MAY", 1
7490 DATA "JUN", 8 1 , 3 0 , . 3 0 , "MPRMD2. JUN", "ETPH81. JUN", 1
7500 DATA "JUL", 8 1 , 3 1 , .30,"M PRMD2.JUL","ETPH81.JUL", 1
7510 DATA "AUG", 8 1 , 3 1 , . 1 5 , "MPRMD2. AUG","ETPH81.AUG", 1
7520 i
7530
7540 i
7550 CLS
7560 SYSTEM
7570 END
APPENDIX P
INITIAL WATERTABLE DEPTHS AND MOISTURE DEFICITS 
AS INPUTS IN WATERTABLE CONTROL SIMULATIONS
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Table 13. Initial watertable depth and moisture deficit 
for cropping season WT control management 
simulation.
YEAR INITIAL WT MOISTURE DEF.
DEPTH (M) (METHOD II)
1981 0.928 1.65
1982 0.812 1 . 0 0
1983 0.685 1.25
1984 0.847 4.39
1985 0.823 1 . 0 0
1986 0.883 4.76
1987 0.819 1.30
APPENDIX Q
SAMPLE WATERTABLE SIMULATION RESULT FOR METHOD I
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Table 14. Daily rainfall, observed and simulated 
watertable by Method I for Year 1981.
Julian
Day
Rainfall
(mm)
Observed 
WT (cm)
Simulatet 
WT (cm)
1 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -100.98
2 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -101.93
3 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 . 0 0 -102.85
4 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 . 0 0 -103.75
5 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 . 0 0 -104.63
6 12.190 -1 0 0 . 0 0 -103.08
7 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 . 0 0 -103.97
8 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 . 0 0 -104.84
9 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 . 0 0 -105.68
10 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 . 0 0 -106.50
11 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 . 0 0 -107.30
12 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -108.07
13 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -108.82
14 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -109.55
15 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 . 0 0 -110.26
16 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -110.94
17 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -111.61
18 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -112.26
19 2.540 -1 0 0 . 0 0 -112.19
20 4.830 -1 0 0 .0 0 -109.35
21 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -110.06
22 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -110.75
23 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 . 0 0 -111.43
24 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -112.08
25 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -112.71
26 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -113.33
27 5.590 -1 0 0 .0 0 -112.82
28 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -113.43
29 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -114.03
30 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -114.61
31 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 . 0 0 -115.17
32 22.350 -1 0 0 .0 0 -111.54
33 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -112.19
34 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -112.82
35 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 . 0 0 -113.43
36 76.220 -1 0 0 .0 0 -94.53
37 20.070 -1 0 0 .0 0 -52.20
38 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 .0 0 -67.64
39 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 0 . 0 0 -77.28
40 2.030 -95.30 -82.22
41 64.260 -84.50 -47.49
42 0 . 0 0 0 -92.00 -64.52
43 0 . 0 0 0 -92.60 -75.10
44 0 . 0 0 0 -93.30 -82.59
45 3.810 -93.90 -85.02
46 16.000 -84.10 -54.46
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Table 14 (continued)
Julian
Day
Rainfall
(mm)
Observed 
WT (cm)
Simulatec 
WT (cm)
47 7.120 -79.50 -51.51
48 0 . 0 0 0 -81.00 -67.08
49 0 . 0 0 0 -82.50 -76.89
50 0 . 0 0 0 -84.10 -83.93
51 0 . 0 0 0 -85.60 -89.18
52 0 . 0 0 0 -87.10 -93.20
53 1.270 -88.60 -96.27
54 0 . 0 0 0 -89.30 -98.63
55 0 . 0 0 0 -89.80 -100.32
56 0 . 0 0 0 -90.30 -101.29
57 0 . 0 0 0 -90.80 -102.24
58 0 . 0 0 0 -91.40 -103.15
59 0 . 0 0 0 -91.90 -104.04
60 0 . 0 0 0 -92.40 -104.91
61 0 . 0 0 0 -92.30 -105.75
62 0 . 0 0 0 -91.70 -106.57
63 22.610 -79.40 -105.29
64 0 . 0 0 0 -81.90 -106.12
65 0 . 0 0 0 -85.20 -106.93
66 0 . 0 0 0 -87.30 -107.71
67 2.540 -89.30 -108.47
68 0 . 0 0 0 -91.00 -109.21
69 0 . 0 0 0 -91.30 -109.93
70 0 . 0 0 0 -91.60 -110.62
71 0 . 0 0 0 -91.40 -111.30
72 0 . 0 0 0 -91.60 -111.96
73 0 . 0 0 0 -91.80 -112.60
74 0 . 0 0 0 -91.80 -113.22
75 0 . 0 0 0 -92.80 -113.82
76 0 . 0 0 0 -90.90 -114.40
77 0 . 0 0 0 -93.90 -114.97
78 0 . 0 0 0 -94.00 -115.52
79 0 . 0 0 0 -94.10 -116.06
80 13.730 -92.60 -115.49
81 2.290 -94.80 -116.03
82 0 . 0 0 0 -96.20 -116.55
83 0 . 0 0 0 -96.10 -117.05
84 0 . 0 0 0 -96.30 -117.54
85 0 . 0 0 0 -96.50 -118.02
86 0 . 0 0 0 -96.70 -118.49
87 0 . 0 0 0 -95.70 -118.94
88 14.480 -92.90 -117.52
89 0 . 0 0 0 -91.70 -118.00
90 0 . 0 0 0 -92.80 -118.46
91 1 . 0 2 0 -93.90 -119.17
92 0 . 0 0 0 -93.50 -119.86
93 0 . 0 0 0 -93.40 -120.45
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Table 14 (continued)
Julian
Day
Rainfall
(mm)
Observed 
WT (cm)
Simulated 
WT (cm)
94 3.810 -94.90 -1 2 1 .0 1
95 0 . 0 0 0 -97.40 -121.56
96 0 . 0 0 0 -97.90 -122.09
97 0 . 0 0 0 -98.40 -122.61
98 0 . 0 0 0 -98.80 -123.12
99 0 . 0 0 0 -99.50 -123.61
100 0 . 0 0 0 -100.30 -124.09
101 0 . 0 0 0 -1 0 1 .0 0 -124.56
102 0 . 0 0 0 -101.80 -125.02
103 0 . 0 0 0 -102.60 -125.47
104 0 . 0 0 0 -103.80 -125.90
105 0 . 0 0 0 -105.20 -126.33
106 0 . 0 0 0 -106.00 -126.74
107 0 . 0 0 0 -106.30 -127.14
108 0.510 -106.60 -127.54
109 0 . 0 0 0 -106.90 -127.92
110 0 . 0 0 0 -107.40 -128.30
111 0 . 0 0 0 -107.90 -128.66
112 0 . 0 0 0 -108.40 -129.02
113 19.810 -109.00 -128.54
114 0 . 0 0 0 -109.50 -128.90
115 0 . 0 0 0 -1 1 0 .1 0 -129.25
116 0 . 0 0 0 -110.60 -129.59
117 0 . 0 0 0 -110.90 -129.92
118 0 . 0 0 0 -1 1 1 .0 0 -130.25
119 0 . 0 0 0 -1 1 1 .2 0 -130.57
120 3.050 -111.30 -130.88
121 0 . 0 0 0 -111.40 -131.50
122 0 . 0 0 0 -111.60 -132.11
123 0 . 0 0 0 -111.70 -132.70
124 8.890 -111.50 -132.54
125 54.100 -63.50 -61.30
126 0 . 0 0 0 -76.70 -80.68
127 0 . 0 0 0 -83.40 -89.52
128 0 . 0 0 0 -85.10 -95.12
129 11.430 -83.00 -93.90
130 1.780 -75.40 -98.08
131 0 . 0 0 0 -82.40 -100.41
132 0 . 0 0 0 -83.10 -102.04
133 0 . 0 0 0 -83.90 -103.60
134 3.050 -84.60 -105.10
135 0 . 0 0 0 -85.30 -106.54
136 0 . 0 0 0 -8 6 .0 0 -107.94
137 0 . 0 0 0 -86.80 -109.30
138 0.760 -87.50 -110.62
139 0 . 0 0 0 -88.30 -111.91
140 0 . 0 0 0 -89.10 -113.16
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Table 14 (continued)
Julian
Day
Rainfall
(nun)
Observed 
WT (cm)
Simulated 
WT (cm)
141 0 . 0 0 0 -89.90 -114.38
142 0 . 0 0 0 -90.70 -115.56
143 0 . 0 0 0 -91.50 -116.72
144 0 . 0 0 0 -92.20 -117.84
145 2 2 . 1 0 0 -83.80 -116.84
146 0 . 0 0 0 -85.80 -117.96
147 0 . 0 0 0 -87.60 -119.05
148 0 . 0 0 0 -87.70 -120.09
149 0 . 0 0 0 -87.80 -120.97
150 0 . 0 0 0 -87.80 -121.83
151 7.110 -87.90 -121.82
152 40.380 -36.00 -106.52
153 0 . 0 0 0 -58.90 -108.10
154 0 . 0 0 0 -59.00 -109.62
155 0 . 0 0 0 -59.10 -111.08
156 10.160 -59.20 -110.59
157 17.270 -44.20 -106.16
158 44.960 -36.40 -71.61
159 0 . 0 0 0 -57.40 -86.47
160 0 . 0 0 0 -58.10 -93.96
161 9.140 -58.70 -95.15
162 21.840 -43.70 -78.74
163 0 . 0 0 0 -58.80 -89.64
164 0 . 0 0 0 -61.40 -95.81
165 0 . 0 0 0 -64.10 -99.88
166 0 . 0 0 0 -66.70 -100.92
167 0 . 0 0 0 -69.40 -102.74
168 0 . 0 0 0 -73.70 -104.48
169 0 . 0 0 0 -78.70 -106.15
170 0 . 0 0 0 -83.70 -107.75
171 0 . 0 0 0 -88.70 -109.28
172 0 . 0 0 0 -93.70 -110.75
173 44.450 -89.90 -109.24
174 0 . 0 0 0 -89.50 -110.71
175 19.560 -84.80 -108.00
176 6.350 -80.80 -109.53
177 5.840 -83.20 -110.99
178 0 . 0 0 0 -85.50 -112.40
179 0 . 0 0 0 -90.40 -113.77
180 0 . 0 0 0 -92.20 -115.11
181 0 . 0 0 0 -94.00 -116.41
182 2.790 -95.70 -117.71
183 21.840 -87.70 -115.35
184 0 . 0 0 0 -90.20 -116.68
185 5.080 -91.10 -117.96
186 19.560 -65.70 -112.53
187 0 . 0 0 0 -74.90 -113.93
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Table 14 (continued)
Julian
Day
Rainfall
(mm)
Observed 
WT (cm)
Simulated 
WT (cm)
188 10.670 -74.40 -1 1 2 .1 0
189 0 . 0 0 0 -81.50 -113.51
190 2.540 -83.40 -114.88
191 32.770 -6 6 . 1 0 -105.77
192 13.210 -44.40 -1 0 0 .1 1
193 0 . 0 0 0 -69.10 -102.03
194 0 . 0 0 0 -78.10 -103.84
195 0 . 0 0 0 -81.00 -105.58
196 0 . 0 0 0 -83.00 -107.25
197 0 . 0 0 0 -85.10 -108.84
198 0 . 0 0 0 -87.40 -110.37
199 0 . 0 0 0 -90.50 -111.84
200 0 . 0 0 0 -93.60 -113.25
201 0 . 0 0 0 -96.40 -114.63
202 0 . 0 0 0 -99.10 -115.97
203 2.030 -102.30 -117.28
204 0 . 0 0 0 -106.20 -118.55
205 0 . 0 0 0 -1 1 0 .1 0 -119.78
206 6.350 -114.00 -120.84
207 0 . 0 0 0 -117.20 -121.85
208 0 . 0 0 0 -1 2 0 .2 0 -122.83
209 0 . 0 0 0 -123.10 -123.79
210 18.540 -126.10 -123.25
211 21.840 -127.10 -108.14
212 0 . 0 0 0 -127.50 -109.70
213 0 . 0 0 0 -129.20 -110.74
214 4.830 -130.80 -111.75
215 1.270 -132.50 -112.73
216 26.920 -126.00 -109.77
217 2.290 -125.10 -110.81
218 0 . 0 0 0 -125.40 -111.82
219 10.160 -125.70 -111.19
220 0 . 0 0 0 -126.10 -112.19
221 0 . 0 0 0 -126.40 -113.16
222 0 . 0 0 0 -127.00 -114.11
223 0 . 0 0 0 -127.80 -115.03
224 0 . 0 0 0 -128.60 -115.92
225 1.270 -129.40 -116.79
226 0 . 0 0 0 -130.20 -117.64
227 0 . 0 0 0 -131.00 -118.46
228 0 . 0 0 0 -131.80 -119.25
229 0 . 0 0 0 -132.60 -1 2 0 .0 2
230 0 . 0 0 0 -133.40 -120.67
231 1 .0 2 0 -134.20 -121.29
232 0 . 0 0 0 -135.00 -121.91
233 0 . 0 0 0 -135.80 -122.50
234 0 . 0 0 0 -136.60 -123.09
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Table 14 (continued)
Julian
Day
Rainfall
(mm)
Observed 
WT (cm)
Simulated 
WT (cm)
235 0 . 0 0 0 -137.40 -123.66
236 0 . 0 0 0 -138.20 -124.21
237 0 . 0 0 0 -139.00 -124.75
238 0 . 0 0 0 -139.30 -125.28
239 0 . 0 0 0 -138.90 -125.79
240 0 . 0 0 0 -138.50 -126.29
241 6.350 -138.10 -126.66
242 4.570 -137.60 -127.14
243 0 . 0 0 0 -137.80 -127.61
244 14.220 -138.00 -127.41
245 2.540 -138.30 -127.75
246 25.400 -129.20 -1 2 1 .0 0
247 0 . 0 0 0 -130.50 -121.49
248 0 . 0 0 0 -130.30 -121.98
249 0 . 0 0 0 -130.00 -122.45
250 0 . 0 0 0 -129.80 -122.91
251 0 . 0 0 0 -129.80 -123.36
252 0 . 0 0 0 -129.90 -123.80
253 0 . 0 0 0 -129.90 -124.23
254 0 . 0 0 0 -130.00 -124.64
255 0.760 -130.00 -125.05
256 1 .0 2 0 -130.10 -125.45
257 24.130 -129.90 -124.38
258 13.460 -124.00 -118.45
259 0 . 0 0 0 -1 2 1 .1 0 -119.11
260 0 . 0 0 0 -120.80 -119.74
261 0 . 0 0 0 -120.60 -120.31
262 0 . 0 0 0 -120.30 -120.82
263 0 . 0 0 0 -1 2 0 .0 0 -121.32
264 0 . 0 0 0 -1 2 0 .1 0 -121.81
265 0 . 0 0 0 -120.50 -122.28
266 0 . 0 0 0 -120.80 -122.75
267 0 . 0 0 0 -1 2 1 .1 0 -123.20
268 0 . 0 0 0 -121.50 -123.64
263 0 . 0 0 0 -122.30 -124.08
270 0 . 0 0 0 -123.40 -124.50
271 0 . 0 0 0 -124.40 -124.91
272 0 . 0 0 0 -125.50 -125.31
273 0 . 0 0 0 -126.50 -125.70
274 16.260 -127.60 -125.10
275 0 . 0 0 0 -128.70 -125.36
276 0 . 0 0 0 -129.70 -125.61
277 0 . 0 0 0 -130.80 -125.87
278 0 . 0 0 0 -131.50 -126.13
279 0 . 0 0 0 -132.20 -126.38
280 0 . 0 0 0 -132.80 -126.63
281 0.510 -133.40 -126.88
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Table 14 (continued)
Julian
Day-
Rainfall
(nun)
Observed 
WT (cm)
Simulated 
WT (cm)
282 3.050 -134.00 -127.13
283 8.640 -134.80 -126.79
284 0 . 0 0 0 -135.60 -127.04
285 0 . 0 0 0 -136.30 -127.29
286 2.290 -136.60 -127.53
287 0 . 0 0 0 -137.00 -127.78
288 0 . 0 0 0 -137.30 -128.02
289 0 . 0 0 0 -137.60 -128.26
290 0 . 0 0 0 -138.00 -128.50
291 2.540 -138.30 -12.8.73
292 0 . 0 0 0 -138.70 -128.97
293 0 . 0 0 0 -138.90 -129.20
294 0 . 0 0 0 -138.90 -129.43
295 0 . 0 0 0 -138.90 -129.66
296 2.790 -138.90 -129.89
297 0 . 0 0 0 -138.90 -130.12
298 0.510 -138.90 -130.34
299 5.590 -139.00 -130.49
300 0 . 0 0 0 -139.00 -130.72
301 0 . 0 0 0 -139.00 -130.94
302 0 . 0 0 0 -139.00 -131.16
303 0 . 0 0 0 -139.00 -131.38
304 0 . 0 0 0 -139.00 -131.59
305 0 . 0 0 0 -139.00 -131.81
306 0 . 0 0 0 -139.00 -132.02
307 0.760 -139.00 -132.23
308 0 . 0 0 0 -139.00 -132.45
309 0 . 0 0 0 -139.10 -132.65
310 0 . 0 0 0 -139.10 -132.86
311 0 . 0 0 0 -139.10 -133.07
312 19.050 -139.10 -132.51
313 7.620 -139.10 -128.13
314 0 . 0 0 0 -139.10 -128.37
315 0 . 0 0 0 -139.10 -128.61
316 0 . 0 0 0 -139.10 -128.84
317 0 . 0 0 0 -139.10 -129.08
318 0 . 0 0 0 -139.10 -129.31
319 0 . 0 0 0 -139.10 -129.54
320 0 . 0 0 0 -139.10 -129.77
321 0 . 0 0 0 -139.10 -130.00
322 0 . 0 0 0 -139.10 -130.23
323 0 . 0 0 0 -139.10 -130.45
324 0 . 0 0 0 -139.20 -130.67
325 0 . 0 0 0 -139.20 -130.89
326 0 . 0 0 0 -139.20 -131.11
327 0 . 0 0 0 -139.20 -131.33
328 2.030 -139.20 -131.55
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Table 14 (continued)
Julian
Day
Rainfall
(mm)
Observed 
WT (cm)
Simulated 
WT (cm)
329 0 . 0 0 0 -139.20 -131.77
330 0 . 0 0 0 -139.20 -131.98
331 0 . 0 0 0 -139.20 -132.19
332 0 . 0 0 0 -139.20 -132.40
333 2.540 -139.20 -132.61
334 11.430 -139.20 -132.22
335 0 . 0 0 0 -139.20 -132.43
336 0 . 0 0 0 -139.20 -132.64
337 0 . 0 0 0 -139.20 -132.85
338 0 . 0 0 0 -139.20 -133.05
339 0 . 0 0 0 -139.30 -133.26
340 0 . 0 0 0 -139.30 -133.46
341 0 . 0 0 0 -139.30 -133.67
342 0 . 0 0 0 -139.30 -133.87
343 0 . 0 0 0 -139.30 -134.07
344 0 . 0 0 0 -139.30 -134.27
345 0 . 0 0 0 -139.30 -134.46
346 21.590 -139.30 -132.95
347 14.990 -139.30 -121.06
348 27.180 -70.30 -87.86
349 0 . 0 0 0 -74.20 -92.22
350 0 . 0 0 0 -79.70 -95.54
351 5.080 -82.70 -93.11
352 0 . 0 0 0 -83.60 -96.22
353 0 . 0 0 0 -84.50 -98.59
354 0 . 0 0 0 -85.40 -100.32
355 1.520 -86.30 -1 0 0 .6 8
356 7.110 -88.40 -100.16
357 0 . 0 0 0 -86.80 -101.14
358 35.560 -1 . 0 0 -55.31
359 0 . 0 0 0 -42.10 -68.80
360 0 . 0 0 0 -55.50 -78.17
361 0 . 0 0 0 -65.00 -84.93
362 3.810 -64.20 -86.32
363 0 . 0 0 0 -68.90 -91.04
364 7.620 -69.80 -84.42
365 13.210 -35.50 -54.42
APPENDIX R
SAMPLE WATERTABLE SIMULATION RESULT FOR METHOD II
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Table 15 (continued)
Julian
Day
Rainfall
(nun)
Observed 
WT (cm)
Simulated 
WT (cm)
47 7.12 -79.50 -50.17
48 0 . 0 0 -81.00 -6 6 . 0 0
49 0 . 0 0 -82.50 -76.14
50 0 . 0 0 -84.10 -83.37
51 0 . 0 0 -85.60 -88.75
52 0 . 0 0 -87.10 -92.87
53 1.27 -88.60 -96.02
54 0 . 0 0 -89.30 -98.43
55 0 . 0 0 -89.80 -100.24
56 0 . 0 0 -90.30 -1 0 1 .2 1
57 0 . 0 0 -90.80 -102.16
58 0 . 0 0 -91.40 -103.08
59 0 . 0 0 -91.90 -103.97
60 0 . 0 0 -92.40 -104.84
61 0 . 0 0 -92.30 -105.68
62 0 . 0 0 -91.70 -106.50
63 22.61 -79.40 -101.87
64 0 . 0 0 -81.90 -102.80
65 0 . 0 0 -85.20 -103.70
66 0 . 0 0 -87.30 -104.57
67 2.54 -89.30 -105.42
68 0 . 0 0 -91.00 -106.25
69 0 . 0 0 -91.30 -107.05
70 0 . 0 0 -91.60 -107.83
71 0 . 0 0 -91.40 -108.59
72 0 . 0 0 -91.60 -109.32
73 0 . 0 0 -91.80 -110.04
74 0 . 0 0 -91.80 -110.73
75 0 . 0 0 -92.80 -111.40
76 0 . 0 0 -90.90 -112.06
77 0 . 0 0 -93.90 -112.69
78 0 . 0 0 -94.00 -113.31
79 0 . 0 0 -94.10 -113.91
80 13.73 -92.60 -112.76
81 2.29 -94.80 -113.37
82 0 . 0 0 -96.20 -113.97
83 0 . 0 0 -96.10 -114.55
84 0 . 0 0 -96.30 -115.11
85 0 . 0 0 -96.50 -115.66
86 0 . 0 0 -96.70 -116.19
87 0 . 0 0 -95.70 -116.71
88 14.48 -92.90 -114.11
89 0 . 0 0 -91.70 -114.68
90 0 . 0 0 -92.80 -115.24
91 1 . 0 2 -93.90 -116.04
92 0 . 0 0 -93.50 -116.82
93 0 . 0 0 -93.40 -117.58
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Table 15 (continued)
Julian
Day
Rainfall
(mm)
Observed 
WT (cm)
Simulated 
WT (cm)
94 3.81 -94.90 -118.32
95 0 . 0 0 -97.40 -119.03
96 0 . 0 0 -97.90 -119.72
97 0 . 0 0 -98.40 -120.34
98 0 . 0 0 -98.80 -120.90
99 0 . 0 0 -99.50 -121.45
100 0 . 0 0 -100.30 -121.99
101 0 . 0 0 -1 0 1 . 0 0 -122.51
102 0 . 0 0 -101.80 -123.02
103 0 . 0 0 -102.60 -123.51
104 0 . 0 0 -103.80 -124.00
105 0 . 0 0 -105.20 -.124.47
106 0 . 0 0 -106.00 -124.93
107 0 . 0 0 -106.30 -125.38
108 0.51 -106.60 -125.81
109 0 . 0 0 -106.90 -126.24
110 0 . 0 0 -107.40 -126.66
111 0 . 0 0 -107.90 -127.06
112 0 . 0 0 -108.40 -127.46
113 19.81 -109.00 -126.83
114 0 . 0 0 -109.50 -127.24
115 0 . 0 0 -1 1 0 .1 0 -127.63
116 0 . 0 0 -110.60 -128.01
117 0 . 0 0 -110.90 -128.38
118 0 . 0 0 -1 1 1 .0 0 -128.75
119 0 . 0 0 -1 1 1 .2 0 -129.10
120 3.05 -111.30 -129.45
121 0 . 0 0 -111.40 -130.10
122 0 . 0 0 -111.60 -130.75
123 0 . 0 0 -111.70 -131.37
124 8.89 -111.50 -131.17
125 54.10 -63.50 -61.22
126 0 . 0 0 -76.70 -80.66
127 0 . 0 0 -83.40 -89.51
128 0 . 0 0 -85.10 -95.11
129 11.43 -83.00 -92.52
130 1.78 -75.40 -97.14
131 0 . 0 0 -82.40 -100.07
132 0 . 0 0 -83.10 -101.71
133 0 . 0 0 -83.90 -103.29
134 3.05 -84.60 -104.80
135 0 . 0 0 -85.30 -106.25
136 0 . 0 0 -8 6 . 0 0 -107.66
137 0 . 0 0 -86.80 -109.02
138 0.76 -87.50 -110.35
139 0 . 0 0 -88.30 -111.65
140 0 . 0 0 -89.10 -112.91
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Table 15 (continued)
Julian
Day
Rainfall
(nun)
Observed 
WT (cm)
Simualatec 
WT (cm)
141 0 . 0 0 -89.90 -114.13
142 0 . 0 0 -90.70 -115.32
143 0 . 0 0 -91.50 -116.48
144 0 . 0 0 -92.20 -117.61
145 2 2 . 1 0 -83.80 -116.18
146 0 . 0 0 -85.80 -117.32
147 0 . 0 0 -87.60 -118.42
148 0 . 0 0 -87.70 -119.50
149 0 . 0 0 -87.80 -120.46
150 0 . 0 0 -87.80 -121.34
151 7.11 -87.90 -121.32
152 40.38 -36.00 -105.93
153 0 . 0 0 -58.90 -107.54
154 0 . 0 0 -59.00 -109.09
155 0 . 0 0 -59.10 -110.56
156 10.16 -59.20 -109.96
157 17.27 -44.20 -105.53
158 44.96 -36.40 -70.66
159 0 . 0 0 -57.40 -86.05
160 0 . 0 0 -58.10 -93.72
161 9.14 -58.70 -94.86
162 21.84 -43.70 -78.51
163 0 . 0 0 -58.80 -89.54
164 0 . 0 0 -61.40 -95.75
165 0 . 0 0 -64.10 -99.84
166 0 . 0 0 -66.70 -100.92
167 0 . 0 0 -69.40 -102.74
168 0 . 0 0 -73.70 -104.48
169 0 . 0 0 -78.70 -106.15
170 0 . 0 0 -83.70 -107.75
171 0 . 0 0 -88.70 -109.28
172 0 . 0 0 -93.70 -110.75
173 44.45 -89.90 -108.68
174 0 . 0 0 -89.50 -110.18
175 19.56 -84.80 -107.08
176 6.35 -80.80 -108.64
177 5.84 -83.20 -110.14
178 0 . 0 0 -85.50 -111.58
179 0 . 0 0 -90.40 -112.97
180 0 . 0 0 -92.20 -114.33
181 0 . 0 0 -94.00 -115.65
182 2.79 -95.70 -116.97
183 21.84 -87.70 -113.68
184 0 . 0 0 -90.20 -115.05
185 5.08 -91.10 -116.38
186 19.56 -65.70 -109.14
187 0 . 0 0 -74.90 -1 1 0 .6 6
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Table 15 (continued)
Julian
Day
Rainfall
(mm)
Observed 
WT (cm)
Simulated 
WT (cm)
188 10.67 -74.40 -108.92
189 0 . 0 0 -81.50 -110.45
190 2.54 -83.40 -111.91
191 32.77 -6 6 . 1 0 -101.14
192 13.21 -44.40 -82.97
193 0 . 0 0 -69.10 -92.23
194 0 . 0 0 -78.10 -97.64
195 0 . 0 0 -81.00 -100.40
196 0 . 0 0 -83.00 -102.30
197 0 . 0 0 -85.10 -104.10
198 0 . 0 0 -87.40 -105.83
199 0 . 0 0 -90.50 -107.48
200 0 . 0 0 -93.60 -109.07
201 0 . 0 0 -96.40 -110.59
202 0 . 0 0 -99.10 -112.05
203 2.03 -102.30 -113.46
204 0 . 0 0 -106.20 -114.83
205 0 . 0 0 -1 1 0 .1 0 -116.17
206 6.35 -114.00 -117.47
207 0 . 0 0 -117.20 -118.73
208 0 . 0 0 -1 2 0 .2 0 -119.96
209 0 . 0 0 -123.10 -120.99
210 18.54 -126.10 -120.32
211 21.84 -127.10 -107.67
212 0 . 0 0 -127.50 -109.25
213 0 . 0 0 -129.20 -110.30
214 4.83 -130.80 -111.32
215 1.27 -132.50 -112.32
216 26.92 -126.00 -107.89
217 2.29 -125.10 -108.98
218 0 . 0 0 -125.40 -110.04
219 10.16 -125.70 -109.22
220 0 . 0 0 -126.10 -110.28
221 0 . 0 0 -126.40 -111.30
222 0 . 0 0 -127.00 -112.30
223 0 . 0 0 -127.80 -113.27
224 0 . 0 0 -128.60 -114.21
225 1.27 -129.40 -115.13
226 0 . 0 0 -130.20 -116.02
227 0 . 0 0 -131.00 -116.89
228 0 . 0 0 -131.80 -117.73
229 0 . 0 0 -132.60 -118.55
230 0 . 0 0 -133.40 -119.34
231 1 .0 2 -134.20 -1 2 0 .1 0
232 0 . 0 0 -135.00 -120.74
233 0 . 0 0 -135.80 -121.36
234 0 . 0 0 -136.60 -121.98
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Table 15 (continued)
Julian
Day
Rainfall
(mm)
Observed 
WT (cm)
Simulated 
WT (cm)
235 0 . 0 0 -137.40 -122.57
236 0 . 0 0 -138.20 -123.15
237 0 . 0 0 -139.00 -123.72
238 0 . 0 0 -139.30 -124.27
239 0 . 0 0 -138.90 -124.81
240 0 . 0 0 -138.50 -125.34
241 6.35 -138.10 -125.70
242 4.57 -137.60 -126.21
243 0 . 0 0 -137.80 -126.70
244 14.22 -138.00 -124.23
245 2.54 -138.30 -124.65
246 25.40 -129.20 -115.00
247 0 . 0 0 -130.50 -115.75
248 0 . 0 0 -130.30 -116.48
249 0 . 0 0 -130.00 -117.19
250 0 . 0 0 -129.80 -117.88
251 0 . 0 0 -129.80 -118.55
252 0 . 0 0 -129.90 -119.20
253 0 . 0 0 -129.90 -119.83
254 0 . 0 0 -130.00 -120.38
255 0.76 -130.00 -120.89
256 1 . 0 2 -130.10 -121.39
257 24.13 -129.90 -119.87
258 13.46 -124.00 -113.58
259 0 . 0 0 -1 2 1 .1 0 -114.37
260 0 . 0 0 -120.80 -115.14
261 0 . 0 0 -120.60 -115.89
262 0 . 0 0 -120.30 -116.62
263 0 . 0 0 -1 2 0 .0 0 -117.32
264 0 . 0 0 -1 2 0 .1 0 -118.01
265 0 . 0 0 -120.50 -118.67
266 0 . 0 0 -120.80 -119.32
267 0 . 0 0 -1 2 1 .1 0 -119.95
268 0 . 0 0 -121.50 -120.48
269 0 . 0 0 -122.30 -120.99
270 0 . 0 0 -123.40 -121.48
271 0 . 0 0 -124.40 -121.97
272 0 . 0 0 -125.50 -122.44
273 0 . 0 0 -126.50 -122.90
274 16.26 -127.60 -122.07
275 0 . 0 0 -128.70 -122.37
276 0 . 0 0 -129.70 -1 2 2 .6 6
277 0 . 0 0 -130.80 -122.94
278 0 . 0 0 -131.50 -123.21
279 0 . 0 0 -132.20 -123.49
280 0 . 0 0 -132.80 -123.76
281 0.51 -133.40 -124.03
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Table 15 (continued)
Julian
Day
Rainfall
(mm)
Observed 
WT (cm)
Simulatec 
WT (cm)
282 3.05 -134.00 -124.29
283 8.64 -134.80 -123.71
284 0 . 0 0 -135.60 -123.98
285 0 . 0 0 -136.30 -124.24
286 2.29 -136.60 -124.51
287 0 . 0 0 -137.00 -124.77
288 0 . 0 0 -137.30 -125.04
289 0 . 0 0 -137.60 -125.30
290 0 . 0 0 -138.00 -125.56
291 2.54 -138.30 -125.81
292 0 . 0 0 -138.70 -126.07
293 0 . 0 0 -138.90 -126.32
294 0 . 0 0 -138.90 -126.57
295 0 . 0 0 -138.90 -126.82
296 2.79 -138.90 -127.07
297 0 . 0 0 -138.90 -127.32
298 0.51 -138.90 -127.56
299 5.59 -139.00 -127.71
300 0 . 0 0 -139.00 -127.95
301 0 . 0 0 -139.00 -128.19
302 0 . 0 0 -139.00 -128.43
303 0 . 0 0 -139.00 -128.67
304 0 . 0 0 -139.00 -128.90
305 0 . 0 0 -139.00 -129.14
306 0 . 0 0 -139.00 -129.37
307 0.76 -139.00 -129.60
308 0 . 0 0 -139.00 -129.83
309 0 . 0 0 -139.10 -130.06
310 0 . 0 0 -139.10 -130.28
311 0 . 0 0 -139.10 -130.51
312 19.05 -139.10 -127.84
313 7.62 -139.10 -123.60
314 0 . 0 0 -139.10 -123.87
315 0 . 0 0 -139.10 -124.14
316 0 . 0 0 -139.10 -124.41
317 0 . 0 0 -139.10 -124.67
318 0 . 0 0 -139.10 -124.93
319 0 . 0 0 -139.10 -125.20
320 0 . 0 0 -139.10 -125.46
321 0 . 0 0 -139.10 -125.71
322 0 . 0 0 -139.10 -125.97
323 0 . 0 0 -139.10 -126.22
324 0 . 0 0 -139.20 -126.47
325 0 . 0 0 -139.20 -126.72
326 0 . 0 0 -139.20 -126.97
327 0 . 0 0 -139.20 -127.22
328 2.03 -139.20 -127.47
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Table 15 (continued)
Julian
Day
Rainfall
(nun)
Observed 
WT (cm)
Simulatec 
WT (cm)
329 0 . 0 0 -139.20 -127.71
330 0 . 0 0 -139.20 -127.95
331 0 . 0 0 -139.20 -128.19
332 0 . 0 0 -139.20 -128.43
333 2.54 -139.20 -128.67
334 11.43 -139.20 -127.49
335 0 . 0 0 -139.20 -127.73
336 0 . 0 0 -139.20 -127.97
337 0 . 0 0 -139.20 -128.21
338 0 . 0 0 -139.20 -128.45
339 0 . 0 0 -139.30 -128.69
340 0 . 0 0 -139.30 -128.92
341 0 . 0 0 -139.30 -129.16
342 0 . 0 0 -139.30 -129.39
343 0 . 0 0 -139.30 -129.62
344 0 . 0 0 -139.30 -129.85
345 0 . 0 0 -139.30 -130.08
346 21.59 -139.30 -125.49
347 14.99 -139.30 -116.44
348 27.18 -70.30 -93.33
349 0 . 0 0 -74.20 -96.39
350 0 . 0 0 -79.70 -98.72
351 5.08 -82.70 -93.07
352 0 . 0 0 -83.60 -96.19
353 0 . 0 0 -84.50 -98.57
354 0 . 0 0 -85.40 -100.28
355 1.52 -86.30 -100.64
356 7.11 -88.40 -92.99
357 0 . 0 0 -86.80 -96,13
358 35.56 -1 . 0 0 -31.13
359 0 . 0 0 -42.10 -50.71
360 0 . 0 0 -55.50 -65.42
361 0 . 0 0 -65.00 -75.82
362 3.81 -64.20 -76.08
363 0 . 0 0 -68.90 -83.38
364 7.62 -69.80 -75.27
365 13.21 -35.50 -56.38
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